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For over 50 years, scientists were confident with the notion that there were two basic kinds of living organisms, eubacteria and eukaryotes (306–308). In the late 1970s, this fundamental belief was shattered by the revelations of Woese and coworkers that life consisted not of two but three distinct groups of organisms (123, 337)—eukaryotes and two kinds of prokaryotes, the eubacteria and the archaeabacteria. Since then, our knowledge of the latter has reached the point where the first complete genome sequence from an archaeabacterium (49) is now known, with several more soon to follow (31, 58, 161a). Given the growth of DNA sequence databases, science is now poised to make broad and sweeping comparisons of living organisms. However, well before the dawning of this new age of entire genome sequences, the cumulative efforts of many highly determined and capable researchers had led to an impressive knowledge base about the archaeabacteria. This review is a modest attempt to summarize some of that research in the context of what has been learned about the nature of the universal tree of living organisms. Hopefully, from viewing the archaeabacteria in this way, a better appreciation can be gained about the evolutionary significance of these remarkable organisms.

Contemporary views on early cellular evolution have been strongly shaped by molecular phylogenetics. Ever since Woese and coworkers demonstrated the distinctiveness of archaeabacteria on the basis of cluster dendrograms of data based on RNase T1 oligonucleotide catalogs of rRNAs, phylogenetic analyses have played a pivotal role in the maturation, and often the upheaval, of macroevolutionary theory (336). Thus, a second goal of this review is to attempt a synthesis of universal trees based on different protein coding genes by reviewing and occasionally updating earlier phylogenetic studies and by adding analyses of new gene families. The dynamic growth of sequence databases makes it impossible to assemble a highly current yet comprehensive collection of species or genes prior to publication. Therefore, the multiple gene phylogenies presented here are best seen as a general overview of the universal tree of life from different biochemical perspectives.

**ARCHAEA ALONE**

In 1990, Woese et al. (339) strongly advocated the replacement of the bipartate view of life with a new tripartite scheme based on three urkingdoms or domains; the Bacteria (eubacteria), Archaea (archaebacteria) and Eucarya (eukaryotes) (Fig. 1). The rationale behind this revision came from a growing body of evidence, in particular rRNA phylogenies, that the archaeabacteria were worthy of the same taxonomic status as eukaryotes and eubacteria. Since then, the database of small-subunit rRNA sequences has grown to include over 2,000 prokaryotes and several hundred eukaryotes. Despite the addition of a large number of new species, the existence of three major groups or clades of organisms is consistent throughout rRNA phylogenies (59, 246, 247, 303, 336).

However, the three-domain classification has been contested, most notably by Mayr (232), Margulis and Guerrero (224), and Cavalier-Smith (57). As a result, there is an awkward coexistence between the terminology of the old and new
schemes in the literature. Since the tripartate scheme basically suggests new subdivisions only in the prokaryotes, here we refer to the former archaeabacteria and eubacteria as the archaea and bacteria, while eukaryotes will still be called as such.

According to rRNA trees, there are two groups within the Archaea: the kingdoms Crenarchaeota and Euryarchaeota (336). The kingdom Crenarchaeota generally consists of hyperthermophiles or thermoadiobacteria (some genera are Sulfolobus, Desulfurococcus, Pyrodictium, Thermoproteus and Thermofilum). The kingdom Euryarchaeota spans a broader ecological range and includes hyperthermophiles (some genera are Pyrococcus and Thermococcus), methanogens (e.g., Methanococcus), halophiles (some genera are Halobacterium and Halofex), and even thermophilic methanogens (some genera are Methanothermus, Methanobacterium, and Methanococcus). Recent PCR amplifications of rRNA sequences from water and sediment samples have revealed a plethora of new archaeal species belonging to either kingdom living in mesophilic environments such as temperate marine coastal waters, the Antarctic Ocean, freshwater lakes, and even marine sponges (87, 88, 125, 261, 310). Recently, PCR surveys of hot spring microbiota detected new archaeal rRNA sequences that branch either deeply within the Crenarchaeota or just below the Crenarchaeota-Euryarchaeota divergence (14, 15). As such, these “organisms” have been tentatively assigned to a third kingdom, the Korarchaeota (Fig. 1).

It is also important to consider cellular and biochemical features of archaea with respect to the coherence of the domain Archaea itself and its evolutionary relationship to Bacteria and eukaryotes. The comparative biochemistry and the cellular biology of Archaea, Bacteria, and eukaryotes have been extensively reviewed elsewhere; thus, only the salient points will be discussed here (47, 175, 181, 342). Archaea have some unique characteristics as well as unique combinations of characteristics once thought to be exclusive to either the bacteria or eukaryotes. Some solely archaeal characteristics include isoprenyl ether lipids, the absence of acyl ester lipids and fatty acid synthetase, modified tRNA molecules, a split in one of the RNA polymerase subunits, and a specific range of antibiotic sensitivities (reviewed in references 175, 181, and 187).

The structure of archaeal membranes has been thoroughly reviewed elsewhere (127, 174, 194). Briefly, archaeal lipids differ from those of bacteria and eukaryotes in four significant ways. First, Archaea have ether linkages between glycerol and hydrocarbon chains while bacteria and eukaryotes have ester linkages. Second, archaea have highly methyl-branched isoprenyl chains, while hydrocarbons in bacteria and eukaryotes are predominantly straight-chain fatty acyl chains. Third, archaeal glycerol ethers contain 2,3-sn-glycerol, which differs from the 1,2-sn-glycerols found in the two other domains. Fourth, some lipids in archaea are tetrathers for which ester lipids have no comparable structures (127). Some lipid biosynthetic enzymes in archaea are also different. The methanogen Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum has a bifunctional prenyltransferase that provides precursors to both squalene and isoprenoid glyceryl lipids, whereas bacteria and eukaryotes use separate enzymes for the synthesis of these short-chain molecules (64, 65).

Among species of Archaea, there are a variety of metabolic regimes which differ greatly from the better-known metabolic pathways of the Bacteria and eukaryotes (reviewed in references 81 through 83 and 294). For example, both ATP-dependent and pyrophosphate-dependent phosphofructokinases can occur in bacteria and eukaryotes, while archaea use either ADP-dependent or pyrophosphate-linked kinases. Hexokinase is ATP dependent in bacteria, eukaryotes, and Thermoproteus but ADP-linked in Pyrococcus (182). The conversion of pyruvate to acetate, a reaction which bridges glycolytic and citric acid cycles, is catalyzed by a pyruvate dehydrogenase multienzyme complex in bacteria and eukaryotes, whereas archaea and some anaerobic eukaryotes (Entamoeba, Giardia, and Trichomonas) appear to employ pyruvate:ferredoxin oxidoreductase (81, 294). Dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase, a component of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex, has been detected in halophilic archaea, although its function is unclear (84).

**ARCHAEA AND BACTERIA**

The members of the Archaea and Bacteria are united in the “realm of prokaryotes” by similar general cell sizes, the lack of a nuclear membrane and organelles, and the presence of a large circular chromosome occasionally accompanied by one or more smaller circular DNA plasmids. As an example, the chromosome complement of the halophilic archaean Haloferax volcanii consists of one large circular genome roughly 2.92 Mbp in size and four smaller plasmid genomes with sizes of 690, 442, 86, and 6 kbp (62). Nearly all of the 60 to 70 identified H. volcanii genes map to the large circular genome. Although the origin of DNA replication of any archaeal large chromosome has not yet to be confirmed experimentally, at present, there is little suggestion for any significant departure from the bacterial model of a single replication initiation site (122). The overall closer similarity between archaeal and bacterial topoisomerases and gyrase provides indirect evidence of comparable chromosome structure among the two groups.

Many archaeal genes appear to be organized into Bacteria-like operons. Furthermore, many archaeal operons and gene clusters are arranged in a similar fashion to those of the Bacteria (reviewed in references 181 and 268). As an example, ribosomal operons in bacteria and chloroplasts are arranged in the order 16S-23S-5S. Archaea have the same organization for these rRNAs with some variation, such as a tRNA^Ala gene inserted between the 16S and 23S genes of methanogens and halophiles and a distal location of the 5S rRNA gene in some thermoacidophiles and methanogens (reviewed in reference 47).

In Escherichia coli, the ribosomal proteins RP L11 and RP L1 are clustered upstream of another group, containing RP L10 and RP L12. These genes occur in the same order in Sulfolobus solfataricus and Halobacterium cutirubrum, while Methanococcus vannielii has RP L11 translocated (12, 269, 296). Of the 11 genes in the E. coli spectinomycin (spc) operon, the same order occurs for 9 and 11 genes in S. acidocaldarius and Methanococcus vannielii, respectively (8, 268). Both species have three small additional open reading frames (ORFs) within their spc operons.

In comparison to the eight-gene S10 operon in E. coli, those of Methanococcus vannielii and Halobacterium marismortui are missing the first gene, RP S10, but have the remaining seven in similar orders (7). In E. coli, the S10 operon is distally located from the streptomycin (str) operon. The str operon has been sequenced from a wide phylogenetic range of bacteria, and in most cases, the genes for RP S12, RP S7, elongation factor G (EF-G) (fas), and EF-Tu (tuf) are found. However, the str operon of the hyperthermophilic bacterium Aquifex pyrophilus, which is the deepest-branched bacterial species in rRNA trees (50), lacks both ribosomal protein genes (31). Other variations include the translocation of the gene for RP S10 from the S10 operon to downstream of tuf in the cyanobacterial Spirulina platensis (287) and Cyanophora paradoxa cyanelles (242).

In the archaeon M. vannielii, the str operon is similarly or-
organized, with the RP S10 gene downstream of the Ef-1α gene (bacterial EF-G and EF-Tu are homologous to EF-2 and EF-1α, respectively, from archaea and eukaryotes). The gene order is varied in *S. acidocaldarius*, where the EF-2 gene is missing and a tRNA<sup>ser</sup> gene follows RP S10 (10). In *Pyrococcus furiosus*, the genes for EF-1α, RP S10, and tRNA<sup>ser</sup> are together but RP S7 is absent (76), while in *H. halobium*, RP S12, RP S7, and EF-2 are present but EF-1α and RP S10 are absent (163, 214).

The operons encoding the three largest subunits of DNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RNAP) in the *Archaea and Bacteria* can be potentially traced back to an ancestral organization. Here, the transcriptional polarity and gene order of the *S. acidocaldarius* RNAP (rpo) subunits B, A1, and A2 are reversed in comparison to *E. coli* (177). Furthermore, the *E. coli* genes nusA, encoding a transcription termination factor, and infB, encoding translation initiation factor 2, are located upstream of the *rpo* operon in the same transcriptional polarity. In *Sulfolobus*, the *rpo* operon splits the nusA-infB operon in two. The infB gene is now located downstream of the *rpo* operon, with the opposite transcription polarity, while the nusA gene is situated upstream between two ribosomal protein genes and is probably transcribed in the same direction. Keeling et al. (177) suggested that a single inversion event might be sufficient to explain this major rearrangement between *E. coli* and *Sulfolobus rpo* operons.

Like mRNAs in the *Bacteria*, archaeal mRNAs do not have 5′-end caps and often have Shine-Dalgarno ribosome binding sites (reviewed in reference 5). However, the locations of putative Shine-Dalgarno sequences relative to the translational initiation codon are more variable in the members of the *Archaea*, and the upstream sequences of several highly expressed genes bear little resemblance to Shine-Dalgarno motifs (see Fig. 6 in reference 268). Little is known about the actual process of translation initiation in the *Archaea*, although several sequences similar to eukaryotic translation initiation factors have been detected in *Sulfolobus* (17, 178) and *Methanothermobacter jannaschii* (49). However, even in the *Bacteria* and eukaryotes, the evolutionary relationships and exact functions of several initiation factors are unclear. Until protein synthesis has been better studied, one can only predict that translation initiation in the *Archaea* probably deviates somehow from the *E. coli* model.

The bacterial cell division protein FtsZ has been discovered in several species of *Archaeae* (19, 327). FtsZ is thought to be a distant homolog to eukaryotic tubulins, since both proteins are GTPases that polymerize into filaments in the presence of GTP (107). *Arabidopsis* has a nucleus-encoded FtsZ homolog which is directed to the chloroplast (248). Phylogenetic analysis also supports the notion that FtsZ is a distant homolog of tubulin, with the FtsZ of the *Archaea* and *Bacteria* forming distinct yet closely related groups (19). Among these prokaryotic FtsZ homologs, those of the *Archaea* are marginally closer to the large eukaryotic family of tubulins. Some cell division proteins have been identified in the *M. jannaschii* genome but not the entire suite of genes known to function in cell septation or chromosome partitioning in the *Bacteria* (49). Either more cell division homologs remain to be found, or the archaea use a unique system based on particular *Bacteria*-like components.

Many members of the *Archaea* also have type II restriction enzyme systems, similar to those of the *Bacteria* (summarized in reference 47). Plasmid genes encoding for restriction-modification enzymes, endodeoxyribonuclease and DNA methyltransferase, in *Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum* show significant homology to those of the bacterium *Neisseria gonorrhoeae* (244). Archaeal and bacterial protein-coding genes lack spliceosomal introns typically found in eukaryotic genes. A full discussion of the origin and distribution of introns is beyond the scope of this review. Noteworthy is that when comparing homologous genes, introns found in “higher eukaryotes,” the metazoans, are frequently absent in “lower eukaryotes,” i.e., the protists (250). Therefore, the absence of spliceosomal introns should not be considered a defining characteristic of prokaryotes. The genes encoding 16S and 23S rRNAs and tRNAs in several archaea have introns with ORFs that correspond to the homing endonucleases of group I introns found in mitochondria and bacteriophages (22, 47). Inteins are unusual introns spliced at the protein rather than the mRNA level, which were first found in the catalytic subunit of the yeast vacuolar type ATPase (158, 172). The first archaeal intein was found in the DNA polymerase gene of *Thermococcus litoralis* (254). Several new intein insertions were reported in the whole genome sequence of *M. jannaschii* (49).

**ARCHAEA AND EUKARYOTES**

Although the domains *Archaea* and *Bacteria* appear very similar in terms of general genome organization, many archaeal genes show greater similarity to eukaryotic homologs. Hints of genetic homology among the *Archaea* and eukaryotes were found in early studies with antibiotics (summarized in reference 5). Bacteria are sensitive to streptomycin, an anti-70S ribosome-directed inhibitor. Archaea and eukaryotes are both refractory to streptomycin but are sensitive to certain anti-80S ribosome directed inhibitors (such as ansomycin). Archaea and eukaryotes also share sensitivity to aphidicolin, an inhibitor of DNA polymerase, to which bacteria are refractory (reviewed in reference 122).

Later studies showed significant similarities between archaeal and eukaryotic DNA replication, transcriptional, and translational components. Archaeal and eukaryotic DNA polymerases are homologous and not related to any bacterial DNA polymerase except that of *E. coli* (reviewed in reference 99). Several other DNA replication components are similarly shared only between *Archaea* and eukaryotes. Archaeal RNAPs are evolutionarily closer to those of eukaryotes (263, 345). In addition, bacterial RNAPs have a simpler structure composed of only four major subunits while eukaryotic and archaeal RNAPs have a minimum of seven subunits, of which several are homologous (139, 207, 345). Phylogenetic trees obtained with the sequences for large RNAP subunits strongly show that eukaryotic and archaeal genes are close relatives (188, 263, 344). The *Archaea* and eukaryotes also share other features of transcription that are apparently absent in the *Bacteria*. These include TATA box-like binding sites (275, 345) and some transcription factors (226, 249, 273, 283).

Pre-rRNA processing in eukaryotes involves many different small nucleolar rRNAs (snoRNAs) associated with the protein fibrillarin. The gene for fibrillarin has been cloned and sequenced from methanogenic members of the *Archaea* (6, 49), and antibodies against fibrillarin have precipitated sno RNAs in *Sulfolobus* (91). Although a report of U3-like RNA cloned from *Sulfolobus acidocaldarius* (258) was subsequently determined to be an error (284), it is still possible that related snoRNAs are involved in the processing of archaeal pre-rRNA (96). Introns in tRNA genes of the *Archaea* and eukaryotes are of similar size and occur in mostly the same positions, although some archaeal tRNA introns have shifted locations (24). The excision of tRNA introns in eukaryotes involves a site-specific endonuclease which is composed of two subunits (186, 321).
The subunits are similar to each other as well as being homologous to archaeal tRNA endonucleases.

Members of the *Archaea* and eukaryotes share a pathway of isoprenoid biosynthesis that involves the synthesis of mevalonate from 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A (HMG-CoA) by the enzyme HMGCoA reductase. The first archaeal HMGCoA reductase gene was sequenced from *H. volcanii* (204). The gene and the enzyme activity have been recently characterized from *S. solfataricus* (32). Bacteria lack HMG-CoA, although *Pseudomonas mevalonii* has a highly divergent HMGCoA reductase, which might be a specific adaptation to the use of mevalonate as a carbon source (129).

In the *Bacteria*, including the deep-branching thermophile *Thermotoga maritima*, acetyl-CoA is converted to acetate through the coordinated activities of two enzymes, phosphate acetyltransferase and acetate kinase. However, hyperthermophilic archaea employ a single enzyme, an ADP-forming acetyl-CoA synthetase which is absent in bacteria (reviewed in reference 294). Interestingly, ADP-forming acetyl-CoA synthetases were initially discovered in two anaerobic eukaryotes, *Entamoeba histolytica* (274) and *Giardia lambia* (220). However, the opposing activation of acetate back to acetyl-CoA in the *Archaea* is not catalyzed by acetyl-CoA synthetase (ADP-forming). For this reaction, methanogens use acetate kinase and phosphate acetyltransferase (both encoding genes in *Methanosarcina thermophila* have been sequenced and are homologous to those of *E. coli* [211] while *Thermoproteus neutrophilus*, a member of the Crenarchaeota, uses an AMP-forming acetyl-CoA synthetase (294).

Protein degradation is an important regulatory step in many cellular processes. In eukaryotes, an abundant protein complex, the 26S proteasome, is responsible for ATP-dependent proteolysis. The 26S proteasome consists of a 20S core subunit flanked by two 19S caps (222). Archaea have a reduced proteasome complex equivalent to the 20S subunit which was reported first for *Thermoplasma acidophilum* (80, 265, 348, 349) and later for *Methanosarcina thermophila* (230), *Pyrococcus furiosus* (18), and *Methanococcus jannaschii* (49). The eukaryotic proteasome is a complex structure involving at least 34 polypeptides, while the functional *T. acidophilum* proteasome consists of only two subunits (330, 348). Sequence similarities between eukaryotic proteasomal subunits and the large (α) or small (β) subunits of the *Thermoplasma* proteasome suggest that the simplified archaeal proteasome might be ancestral (348, 349). Many bacteria have sequences similar to 20S proteasome β-type subunits, further suggesting that proteasomes or proteasome-like precursors existed in the last common ancestor (223). However, bacterial multisubunit proteasomes have been reported only in actinomyecetes, and it has been proposed that those were horizontally transferred from either a eukaryote or an archaeon (222).

Studies of archael DNA-binding proteins or HMf, initially from the methanogen *Methanothermus fervidus*, suggest a strong similarity to eukaryotic histones both at the primary sequence level (138, 290) and in three-dimensional structure (309). Histone-encoding genes have now been determined from different members of the Eurarchaeota, where their number can vary between species (273). Putative archael nucleosomes differ from eukaryotic nucleosomes in that DNA strands are constrained about HMf particles as positive supercoils rather than the conventional negative supercoil conformation imposed by histones (239, 273). While eukaryotic histones form only H2A-H2B and H3-H4 heterodimers, archael histones can assemble as both homodimers and heterodimers. Archael also have proteins similar to bacterial DNA-binding proteins, known as HU, which are not evolutionary linked to histones, although they perform similar functions (30).

In summary, there are some features that distinguish the *Archaea* from the *Bacteria* and eukaryotes, most notably the structure and composition of their membranes. Primarily, the members of the *Archaea* are unique in having a combination of traits which, until now, were believed to be exclusive to either the *Bacteria* or eukaryotes. However, until we have genome sequences from more diverse groups of prokaryotes and eukaryotes, evolutionary scenarios based on the presence of a character in two domains and its presumed absence in the third must be considered to be highly provisional.

**ROOTING THE UNIVERSAL TREE**

There are three possible scenarios for the evolution of the three domains of life: (i) *Bacteria* diverged first from a lineage producing *Archaea* and eukaryotes, (ii) a proto-eukaryotic lineage diverged from a fully prokaryotic (*Bacteria* and *Archaea*) lineage, or (iii) *Archaea* diverged from a lineage leading to eukaryotes and *Bacteria*. However, on the basis of a solitary gene, it is impossible to derive an objective rooting for the universal tree. Typically, the rooting for a particular organismal tree, for example, all mammalian species, would be determined by including sequence data from a known outgroup species, such as some cold-blooded vertebrates. However, out-group species are not available for a gene tree consisting of all living organisms unless specific assumptions are made such as the progression of life from a prokaryotic to an eukaryotic cell. Therefore, the branching order of the three domains emerging from their last common ancestor—which Fitch and Upper called the cenancestor (116)—can only be established by some method unrelated to either outgroup organisms or theories about primitive and advanced states.

In 1989, a solution to this problem, using ancient duplicated genes, was simultaneously proposed in separate papers by Gogarten et al. (133) and Iwabe et al. (164). Their collective reasoning was as follows: although there can be no organism which is an outgroup for a tree relating all organisms, one could root a tree based on the sequences of outgroup genes produced by an early gene duplication (Fig. 2A). Iwabe et al. (164) applied this concept by reciprocal rooting of trees for paralogous elongation factor genes. Elongation factors are a family of GTP-binding proteins which facilitate the binding of aminoacylated tRNA molecules to the ribosome (EF-Tu in *Bacteria* and EF-1α in eukaryotes and *Archaea*) and the translocation of peptidyl-tRNA (EF-G in *Bacteria* and EF-2 in eukaryotes and *Archaea*). Iwabe et al. aligned amino acids from five conserved regions shared by the EF-Tu/1α and EF-G/2 genes of the archaon *Methanococcus vannielli* and several species of the *Bacteria* and eukaryotes. According to protein sequence similarity and neighbor-joining trees, both the EF-1α and EF-2 genes of the *Archaea* were more similar to their respective eukaryotic rather than bacterial homologs.

Gogarten et al. (133) developed composite trees based on a second gene duplication, that of the V type (found in *Archaea* and eukaryotes) and F-type (found in *Bacteria*) ATPase subunits. The catalytic β subunit of F-type ATPases is most similar to the A or 70-kDa subunit of V-type ATPases, while the α subunit of F-type ATPases is most similar to the B or 60-kDa subunit of V-type ATPases (reviewed in reference 286). In agreement with the elongation factor rooting, reciprocally rooted ATPase subunits trees showed the archaon, in this case *Sulfolobus acidocaldarius*, to be closer to eukaryotes than to the *Bacteria*. 

---

*BROWN AND DOOLITTLE MICROBIOL. MOL. BIOL. REV.*
FIG. 2. Alternative scenarios about early cellular evolution. (A) Conceptual rooting of the universal tree by using paralogous genes. Suppose that some gene (X) was duplicated (X’ and X”) in the cenancestor such that all extant organisms have both genes. Provided that some sequence similarity still exists between genes X’ and X”, reciprocally rooted gene trees could be constructed. The positioning of Archaea (A) and eukaryotes (K) as sister groups with the Bacteria (B) as the outgroup, has been consistently supported by such rootings (43, 133, 164). (B) The 1988 eocyte tree as proposed by Lake and coworkers (199). The Crenarchaeota or eocytes (Eo) form a clade with eukaryotes, while the Euryarchaeota, namely, halophiles (H) and methanogens (M), cluster with the Bacteria. (C) The most recent eocyte tree advocated by Rivera and Lake in 1992 (278). The eocytes are the closest group of the Archaea to the eukaryotes, with the Euryarchaeota (A) being more distantly related although no longer branching with the Bacteria. (D) The “chimeric” or “fusion” hypothesis, which suggests that eukaryotes arose when a “gram-negative” bacterium engulfed an archaeon and components of their genomes fused (147, 202, 342, 343).

ACCEPTANCE AND DOUBT

Archaeabacteriologists (or “archaeologists”) were already primed to accept the conclusions of these duplicated gene rootings of the universal tree, since early on there was a general feeling that the Archaea was somehow the “missing link” between the Bacteria and eukaryotes. At the time, eukaryote-like functional and structural characteristics of archaeal RNA and DNA polymerases and some ribosomal proteins were known. Woese et al. (339) incorporated the protein rooting in their formulation of the three domains, Archaea, Bacteria, and Eucarya. Although archaeal and bacterial rRNA sequences are slightly more similar, Woese et al. placed the root of the ribosomal tree such that Archaea and Eucarya were sister groups. Here, it is important to emphasize that their “archaeal” universal tree was formulated from three different data analyses. The separate monophyly of the Archaea, Bacteria and eukaryotes was suggested by rRNA gene trees (336), while the grouping of Archaea and eukaryotes together arose from the reciprocally rooted gene trees for elongation factors and ATPase subunits (133, 164).

However, some researchers have seriously challenged the topology of the archaean universal tree. In an rRNA tree first proposed in 1988, Lake (199) broke up the Archaea (then archaeabacteria) by placing the Crenarchaeota, which he called eocytes, in a clade with eukaryotes, now named karyotes (Fig. 2B). Methanogens, halophiles, and members of the Bacteria were in a separate group called the parkaryotes, which notably had the Bacteria in a clade with halobacteria (200). This early revisionist universal tree was based on differences in ribosome shapes (152, 201) and a novel phylogenetic analysis of rRNA sequences (199). However, as the rRNA data set grew and more ribosome structures were determined, Lake’s 1988 eocyte tree became untenable. More recently, Rivera and Lake (278) found new support for the eocyte tree, this time in the analysis of a specific 11-amino-acid insertion shared in the EF-1α genes of eukaryotes and the Crenarchaeota but absent from the Euryarchaeota and Bacteria. This 1992 eocyte tree resembled the 1988 tree by still having a Crenarchaeota-eukaryote clade but differed in the reassignment of Euryarchaeota and Bacteria into individual clades (Fig. 2C).

Cammarano and coworkers (53, 75, 320) added several elongation factor sequences from new species of the Archaea and a deeply branching bacterium (Thermotoga maritima). Although they did not use a reciprocal rooting, their analyses of EF-G/2 sequences showed strong support for a monophyletic clade of the Archaea, subdivided into the kingdoms Crenarchaeota and Euryarchaeota. However, another analysis (13) of elongation factor genes, including many deep-branching species from all domains, found support, albeit statistically weak, for the divergence of eukaryotes within the Archaea as a sister group to the Crenarchaeota, which somewhat bolsters the eocyte tree of Rivera and Lake (278).

Forterre et al. (120) vigorously argued that neither the elongation factor nor the ATPase data set can settle the issue of rooting the universal tree. Their major criticisms concerned the paucity of taxa (which was largely addressed in the study by Baldauf et al. [13]) and the fact that only 120 amino acids could be aligned with confidence between EF-Tu/1α and EF-G/2, which are 390 to 460 and 700 to 860 amino acids long, respectively.

ATPase subunit gene phylogenies are also more problematic. Based on greater similarities between archaean and eu-}

karyotic V-type ATPases over bacterial F,F-,type ATPases, earlier analyses placed the root of the universal tree in the Bacteria (133, 164). At the time, known bacterial ATPases were of the F,F-type while V-type ATPases were exclusive to the Archaea and eukaryotes. It was proposed that a gene duplication in the cenancestor resulted in the F,F-type β/V-type A (or 70-kDa) subunit, on the one hand, and the F-type α/V-type B (or 60-kDa) subunit, on the other.

Subsequently, archaean V-type ATPases were reported for two bacterial species, Thermus thermophilus (322) and Entero- coccius hirae (171), and an F,F-type ATPase β-subunit gene was found in the archaean Methanocarcina barkeri (313) (Fig. 3). Forterre et al. (120) suggested that the ATPase subunit gene family had not been fully determined and that other paralogous genes might exist. However, Hilario and Gogarten (156) suggest that the observed distribution of ATPase subunits is the result of a few lateral gene transfers between species of Archaea and Bacteria. In support of their view, broader surveys have failed to detect archaean V-type ATPases in other bacterial species (132).

More recently, the rooting of the universal tree was attempted by using another duplicated gene family, the amino-acyl-tRNA synthetases (43). Novel isoleucyl-tRNA synthetases from species belonging to deep evolutionary lineages of the Bacteria, Archaea, and eukaryotes were used to construct a universal gene tree rooted by valyl- and leucyl-tRNA synthetases. The sisterhood of eukaryotes and Archaea, as well as the separate monophyly of all three domains, was strongly supported by this analysis. A similar conclusion was reached in the phylogenetic analysis of tryptophanyl- and tyrosyl-tRNA synthetases (46). Now that more archaean aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases are known, further opportunities exist to derive multiple rooted universal trees.
ORIGIN OF EUKARYOTES

Three different paralogous gene phylogenies (and a recently published fourth rooting obtained by using carbamoyl-phosphate synthetase [210]) provide a general consensus that the root of the universal tree lies somewhere in the Bacteria, thus positioning Archaea and eukaryotes as sister groups. However, there is still uncertainty about this rooting, since each duplicated gene data set has its own particular, and significant, shortcomings. Furthermore, three or four genes spanning a few thousand base pairs may not be representative of entire genomes with thousands of genes and, at least, several million base pairs.

There are many properties that make rRNA a suitable molecular marker for phylogenetic reconstruction: it occurs in all living organisms, its sequences are highly conserved, and there is no compelling evidence for interspecific transfers of rRNA genes. However, even the monophyly of Archaea, Bacteria, and eukaryotes, as strongly suggested by rRNA trees, is open to challenge. The higher G+C content of rRNA genes of certain organisms, such as thermophilic members of the Archaea and Bacteria, could be biasing phylogenetic reconstruction, and new environmental PCR-amplified rRNA sequences have in some instances reduced the overall statistical support for archaeal monophyly (15). More critically, there are growing numbers of protein gene phylogenies which challenge the notion of monophyletic domains and, indirectly, Archaea-eukaryote sisterhood.

The various universal protein gene phylogenies have been summarized previously (94, 134), and the further elaboration of this list is an important aspect of this review (Fig. 4). It seems that all combinations of domain branching orders are possible. Some gene trees, those like for glutamine synthetase (GS), glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH), and the 70-kDa heat shock protein (HSP70), position the Archaea as a paraphyletic group within the Bacteria. In other gene phylogenies, like those for glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), 3-phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK), and enolase, the Bacteria and eukaryotes cluster together. As with rRNA, any universal tree rooting based on a single gene can be inferred only by the midpoint method, which simply places the root somewhere in the center of the tree, as nearly equidistant from all organisms as possible. There is also a critical question of how well a particular gene tree reflects the actual evolution of the organisms. Horizontal gene transfer and lineage-specific differences in evolutionary rates could result in a gene tree radically different from the species phylogeny. Just how widespread these phylogenetic distortion effects are and to what extent they have affected particular gene trees are important issues to molecular evolution. Developing evolutionary theories solely on the basis of any single gene phylogeny is, at best, highly speculative. However, if the majority of gene trees do correctly reflect the correct evolutionary origins for different bits of the genome, one might conclude that the descent of the Bacteria, Archaea, and eukaryotes from the cenancestor involved a more complex series of genetic events. In this vein, Sogin (304) and Zillig et al. (343, 344) theorized that the eukaryotic cell did not directly evolve from an archaeal-like ancestor but, rather, that the eukaryotic nucleus arose from the cellular fusion between either a bacterium or "proto-eukaryote" and an archaeon (Fig. 2D).

Sogin's (304) version adheres to the initial conceptions of Woese and Fox of the cenancestor as a progenote (an organ-
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... and Singh (147) suggested that it was an eocyte. Both theories suggest that any genome fusion event occurred prior to the widely accepted bacterial endosymbiosis leading to intracellular organelles, such as plastids and mitochondria.

Collectively, the theories of Sogin (304) and Zillig et al. (344) have been referred to as the chimeric or fusion hypothesis of the origin of the eukaryotic genome, although the version of Zillig et al. has been more widely considered (134). This terminological ambiguity is somewhat confusing since the chimeric nature of the eukaryotic cell has been long recognized with respect to the endosymbiotic origin of organelles (reviewed in reference 137). In addition, it has been established that the eukaryotic genome is a chimera where genes of ancient eukaryotic ancestry coexist with genes more recently acquired from bacterial endosymbionts. In the context of this review, the term “chimera hypothesis” will be applied to suggestions that the eukaryotic genome originated from a fusion between two independent, noneukaryotic genomes, while the term “archaeal endosymbiosis” will refer to the more conventional view, i.e., that eukaryotes and the Archaea diverged recently from a common ancestor.

Unfortunately, there are few objective criteria for the rejection or acceptance of any of the chimera hypotheses. These hypotheses predict a mixture of phylogenetic relationships among different gene families which is self-evident. Other explanations for the observed mixing of domain relationships, such as unequal mutation rates, hidden gene paralogy, and horizontal gene transfers, cannot be strictly ruled out. Furthermore, only very broad speculation can be made about possible candidates for the engulfment process. Although bacteria living intracellularly in a different bacterial species have been reported (209), phagocytosis by a bacterium has never been observed. Nor is there any evidence for the existence of the sophisticated RNA-based organisms with cytoskeletons integral to Sogin’s proto-eukaryotic model. On the other hand, the endosymbiosis hypothesis, clearly establishes α-proteobacteria and cyanobacteria as the respective progenitors of mitochondria and plastids (chloroplasts).

Nonetheless, the version of the chimeric hypothesis proposed by Zillig et al. (344) has found some interest and support. Over the past 20 years following Woese’s initial universal rRNA trees, many archaeal protein-coding genes have been sequenced that are homologous to counterparts in the Bacteria and Archaea. Golding and Gupta (134) constructed unrooted phylogenetic trees for 24 protein genes which were common to all three domains. They found that nine of the proteins gave statistically significant support for the monophyly of the taxa (sensu Woese’s rRNA trees) and the closer association of the Archaea and eukaryotes (by midpoint rooting). However, seven of the protein gene trees supported an alternative topology with two clades, one of gram-positive bacteria and the Archaea, and the other of “gram-negative” bacteria and eukaryotes. The remaining eight protein trees were not statistically significant. Golding and Gupta stated that their results supported “the hypothesis of a chimeric origin for the eukaryotic cell nucleus formed from the fusion of an archaeabacteria and a gram-negative Bacteria.”

Such a conclusion is probably premature since new sequences can radically alter gene trees. If the full range of available sequences is considered, none of the seven protein gene trees support the monophyletic groups of gram-positive bacteria and the Archaea or gram-negative bacteria and eukaryotes (281). These gene trees, which include aspartate aminotransferase (AAT), GS, GDH, HSP70, histidinol phosphate synthetase, and pyrroline 5-carboxylate reductase, are described in more detail below. (Eukaryotic isoforms of the...
seventh gene, ferredoxin, occur only in plants and have probable plastid/cyanobacterial origins.) Recently, Gupta and Golding derived phylogenetic trees of phosphoribosylformylglycinamidine synthetase (FGAM synthetase) which clustered gram-positive bacteria and the Archaea, on one hand, and proteobacteria and eukaryotes on the other hand (145). However, subsequent analyses showed that the cyanobacterium Synechococcus also clusters with the group of gram-positive bacteria and Archaea (281).

Gupta et al. have extensively used HSP70 gene phylogenies as support for the chimeric origin of eukaryotes hypothesis (143–147). HSP70 genes from the Archaea and gram-positive bacteria are clearly more similar, with respect to both phylogeny (Fig. 5), and the absence of a specific 25-amino-acid sequence found in HSP70 genes of other bacteria and eukaryotes. However, a universal phylogeny based on HSP70 suffers the same drawbacks of any single-gene tree, in that it cannot be uniquely rooted. Since the rooting is subjective, the two clustering possibilities for the clade of gram-negative bacteria, either with eukaryotes or with gram-positive bacteria and Archaea, have equal validity. In addition, it is difficult to evaluate the proposition that eukaryotes arose from the specific fusion of an archaeon “eocyte” with a gram-negative bacterium since HSP70 gene sequences from Crenarchaeota are unknown.

According to Gupta et al., the earliest divergence was that separating gram-positive bacteria and the Archaea, yet all phylogenetic treatments of HSP70 genes show these groups as paraphyletic rather than monophyletic (whereas eukaryotes and all other bacteria can be resolved as separate monophy-
The DNA ligases, which are known for the larger families of genes. An example of analogous genes were determined only among orthologous genes within these sequences judged to be homologous rather than paralogous or paralogous pair.

The remainder of this review will summarize the interdomain relationships implied by different universal protein gene trees. The phylogenies of some of these proteins have been well studied previously, while others are shown here for the first time (to the best of our knowledge). The discussion of these gene trees will be structured around the generalized metabolic pathways in which the encoded enzymes participate. Riley (277) provided a useful framework for the biochemical classification of gene products in E. coli, which will be very loosely adapted here. However, as Riley herself points out, the assignment of certain enzymes to particular functional categories can be arbitrary. For instance, carbamoyl phosphate synthase serves in both pyrimidine and arginine biosynthesis, and so this gene phylogeny is arbitrarily included with those of other amino acid biosynthetic enzymes largely out of convenience. Already discussed are two gene phylogenies, those of ATPase subunits, categorized as ATP-proton motive force interconversion by Riley (277), and HSP70, considered here as a chaperonin while Riley designated dnaK a component of DNA replication, restriction-modification, recombination, and repair.

Phylogenetic analyses were conducted only on gene sequences judged to be homologous rather than paralogous or analogous (217). The elongation factors, ATPase subunits, and aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases are all examples of paralogous gene families. Here, interdomain distances and gene trees were determined only among orthologous genes within these larger families of genes. An example of analogous genes are the DNA ligases, which are known for the Archaea, Bacteria, and eukaryotes and perform similar functions in each organism. However, bacterial ligases show no meaningful sequence similarities to archaecal or eukaryotic ligases (193), thus rendering it impossible to use these genes to derive meaningful evolutionary relationships among the three domains.

The GenBank, SwissProt, and PIR databases were initially searched (up to January 1996) for all archaeal entries (which were the most limiting); this was followed by downloading all possible bacterial and eukaryotic orthologs. Excluded were rRNA and tRNA genes, gene families for which eukaryotic versions only exist in organellar genomes, and partially sequenced genes. Of course, with the generation of new sequence entries proceeding at an ever-accelerating pace, such a survey can only aspire to be a static picture or “snapshot” of the global database at one particular moment. For example, shortly after most of these gene phylogenies were compiled, the complete genome sequence of the thermophilic methanogen M. jannaschii was released (49), and during the revision of this paper, the publication of the Archaeoglobus fulgidus genome (161a) was pending. For the most part, these new sequences were not included in the analysis, although the number of gene families available to derive universal trees has been dramatically increased. However, it is unlikely that these new archeaean sequence data would have greatly changed the presented gene tree topologies, since species of Eurarchaeota, in particular methanogens, are widely represented.

Considered here are the phylogenies of over 60 universal, orthologous proteins which are represented by over 1,200 different sequences. Of these proteins, 21 are complexed with the ribosome. Despite the large size of this data set, there were some serious limitations with respect to species diversity. Less than 15% of the sequences are from the Archaea. Few proteins are available from protist groups that branch deeply in eukaryotes, such as Metamonda, Microsporidia, and Parabasalia (Fig. 1). In addition, the bacterial sample is biased toward the best-known species, namely, E. coli, Bacillus subtilis, Hae- morphilus influenzae (117), and Mycoplasma genitalium (124). The degree of representation from evolutionarily diverse groups is an important consideration in the interpretation of any “global” phylogenetic analysis.

Phylogenetic methods. Prior to phylogenetic analyses, amino acid sequences from orthologous genes were aligned by the program MULTALIN (72) with the BLOSUM62 amino acid substitution matrix (153) and a gap penalty of 20. As necessary, sequence alignments were visually edited with previously published alignments as guides, and all gap positions were removed prior to phylogenetic analyses. To estimate the evolutionary distance, pairwise distances between all taxa were calculated with the program PROTDIST (from the PHYLIP 3.57 package [114]), which estimates the number of expected amino acid replacements per site by using a model based on the Dayhoff PAM substitution matrix (86). The resultant distance matrix was then used to draw a neighbor-joining tree (with the program NEIGHBOR). The statistical confidence for each node in a particular tree was estimated by bootstrapping, which involves the generation of 100 multiple random subsets of the alignments with the program SEQBOOT, and subsequently recalculating the distance matrices and neighbor-joining trees. In the figures, only node frequencies greater than 50% are reported.

The gene trees depicted here are only rough approximations of species relationships. More complete and precise phylogenetic analysis would entail a greater number of bootstrap replications and use a variety of different methods such as maximum parsimony and maximum likelihood. Furthermore, the rooting of any universal tree based on a single gene can only be implied—usually in the longest branch leading to the most distantly related domain. However, a midpoint rooting is not necessarily the correct one. For example, isoleucyl-tRNA synthetases of the Archaea and Bacteria have slightly higher sequence similarity, but with the inclusion of paralogous valyl-
and leucyl-tRNA synthetases as the outgroups, the rooting of the universal isoleucyl-tRNA synthetase tree is firmly in the Bacteria (43). For ATPase subunits and elongation factor gene phylogenies, both midpoint and paralogous rooting methods agree in the placement of the root in the Bacteria. Therefore, we stress that the distance trees shown here are highly provisional, and, where possible, we defer to studies involving more extensive analyses.

Interdomain distance estimates. Mean interdomain distances for each protein (Archea to eukaryotes, Archea to Bacteria, and eukaryotes to Bacteria) were determined by averaging the pairwise distances (calculated by PROTDIST) between all available sequences from species of different domains (see Table 1). Nucleus-encoded yet organelle-targeted isoforms which phylogenetically clustered with species of either proteobacteria or cyanobacteria (for example, many ribosomal proteins) were considered to be members of the Bacteria when the mean interdomain distances were calculated. For GS, prokaryotic GS isoforms were compared to eukaryotic GS isoforms while bacterial GSII versions were omitted. This decision was based on the best representation of major groups in the phylogeny, since bacterial GSII isoforms are fewer and generally coexist with GS isoforms in the same organism. A somewhat more arbitrary choice was made for GDH, where eukaryotic type I and bacterial and archael type II isoforms were selected. However, both respective isoforms of GS and GDH were considered in evaluations of the domain coherence (monophyly). A simple nonparametric analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was used to judge whether any interdomain comparison was significantly (P < 0.05) smaller than the other two possibilities (herein, these trees will be called significant).

Nearly always, comparisons of distances measured from either of the two most related domains to the outgroup were not significantly different.

**DNA Replication and Repair Enzymes**

Prokaryotes and eukaryotes have fundamental differences in chromosome structure and organization which, in turn, affect the mode of DNA replication. Eukaryotes have multiple DNA replication initiation sites, while bacteria apparently have only a single origin, designated oriC. The origin of DNA replication has yet to be confidently identified in an archaeon, but overall similarities to bacterial chromosomes suggest that a single replication origin is likely (122). Nearly always, comparisons of distances measured from either of the two most related domains to the outgroup were not significantly different.

**DNA Gyrase and Topoisomerases.** The conformation of DNA has considerable importance in gene expression and genome compaction. In eukaryotes, DNA strands are negatively supercoiled while wrapped about histone-based nucleosome complexes but revert to a relaxed conformation once freed of DNA-binding proteins (reviewed in reference 122). The role of DNA-binding proteins in prokaryotic genomes is less well understood, but it appears that negative supercoiling is predominant. In both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, either positive or negative supercoils can be locally introduced into DNA strands during transcription.

The regulation of supercoiling in DNA strands is the role of specific enzymes called topoisomerases. Two major kinds of topoisomerase are found in the Archaea, Bacteria, and eukaryotes. Type I DNA topoisomerase is a monomer and is usually ATP-independent, whereas type II DNA topoisomerase is ATP dependent and multimeric. The two types differ by their mode of strand breakage prior to the crossing of two DNA strands: type I DNA topoisomerase catalyzes a transient single-strand break, while type II DNA topoisomerase performs a double-strand break.

Eukaryotic and prokaryotic type I DNA topoisomerases are functionally and structurally quite different. Eukaryotic type I DNA topoisomerases can relax either negative or positive supercoils by binding to the 3' end of the DNA break. The two described type I topoisomerases from bacteria, E. coli protein ω (TOP2) and topoisomerase III, attach to the 5' end of the DNA break and act only on negative supercoils. Eukaryotic 3' DNA-binding and bacterial 5' DNA-binding type I topoisomerases appear to be evolutionarily unrelated at the sequence level. However, recent studies have shown that bacterium-like 5' DNA-binding type I topoisomerases exist in many archaea as part of the reverse gyrase (69) and in yeast as the enzyme TOG (326, 327).

Reverse gyrase enzymes are unusual in that they generate positive supercoiling and appear restricted to thermophilic species of either the Archaea (such as sulfur-dependent thermophiles and thermophilic methanogens [35]) or Bacteria (Thermotogales strains [34]). Forterre et al. have suggested that reverse gyrase activity is necessary for the stabilization of the genome at high temperatures, although the exact mechanistic principles are not understood (121, 122). The reverse gyrase gene from Sulfolobus acidocaldarius appears to be a gene fusion involving a helicase N terminal followed by a type I DNA topoisomerase (69). The helicase-like motif might account for the reverse gyrase being ATP dependent while other type I DNA topoisomerases are ATP independent. The alignment and phylogenetic tree of various 5' DNA-binding type I topoisomerases both suggest that the topoisomerase domain of reverse gyrase is most similar to bacterial protein ω, although all four type I topoisomerases are highly divergent (120, 121).

Although eukaryotic type II DNA topoisomerases function differently from bacterial and archael versions, the enzymes of all three domains show significant similarity in amino acid sequence (121). Prokaryotic type II DNA topoisomerases gen-
erally show gyrase activity which, in the presence of ATP, introduces negative supercoils into DNA. An exception is a type II DNA topoisomerase in *E. coli*, called topoisomerase IV, which lacks gyrase activity. The gyrase activity of type II DNA topoisomerases probably plays an important role in maintaining the negative supercoiling of bacterial genomes. Bacterial gene expression is known to be modulated by supercoiling, which is regulated by the opposing activities of topoisomerase I and DNA gyrase, with the fine control of the latter enzyme being affected by available pools of ATP (95).

Mutations in the DNA gyrase B gene convey novobiocin resistance in bacteria and at least one archaeon, *Halofex* sp. (159). Sequence comparisons and phylogenetic analysis show that the bacterial and archaeal type II topoisomerases are more closely related to each other than to their eukaryote homologs. However, *E. coli* type IV and bacteriophage T4 type II topoisomerases do not group with either bacterial/archaeal or eukaryotic isoforms (121) (Fig. 6A). In both *Halofex* and gram-positive bacteria (*B. subtilis*), genes encoding gyrases A and B are cotranscribed, but in *E. coli*, they are unlinked.

However, archaea also have eukaryote-like DNA topoisomerases. Type II topoisomerase enzymes purified from *Sulfolobus acidocaldarius* (183) and *S. shibatae* (28) are reminiscent of eukaryotic type II topoisomerases in that they lack DNA gyrase activity, are refractory to novobiocin, and show sensitivity to a number of eukaryote-specific inhibitors. These archaeal genes have yet to be sequenced, which might prove interesting. A topoisomerase reported from the hyperthermophilic methanogen *Methanopyrus kandleri* appears biochemically similar to eukaryotic type I DNA topoisomerases (300).

**DNA polymerase B.** DNA polymerases are important, universally distributed enzymes involved in DNA replication and repair. There are five known eukaryotic (α, β, δ, ε, and γ) and three bacterial (I, II, and III) DNA polymerases (122). Replicases are the specific DNA polymerases involved with strand elongation from the DNA replication fork and are multimeric in structure. Bacteria have a single replicase, DNA polymerase III, while eukaryotes have several replicases specific to either nuclear (α, δ, and ε) or mitochondrial (γ) genome replication. The remaining eukaryotic and prokaryotic replicases are monomeric units involved with either DNA strand repair or the replication of short DNA strands, such as the extension of Okasaki fragments by *E. coli* DNA polymerase I.

The DNA polymerases have been classified into four families (A, B, C, and X) on the basis of similarities in sequence and drug sensitivities. Family A polymerases includes only the bacterial DNA polymerase I. Family B polymerases are sensitive to aphidicolin and have several highly conserved short amino acid motifs. Bacterial replicase DNA polymerase III form family C enzymes, while family X consists of DNA polymerase β, which is specific to eukaryotes. Polymerases of families A, B, and C all share 3′ to 5′ exonuclease activity and three short consensus sequences, called exon boxes. However, little sequence similarity is found elsewhere among the three polymerase families.

Family B DNA polymerases are the only ones to have been found in species from all three domains. The eukaryotic family B polymerases are replicases, while the *E. coli* polymerase appears to be a repair enzyme. Surprisingly, DNA polymerase B has not been found in any other bacterium, including *H. influenzae* (117), and *M. genitalium* (124). Initial studies showed that DNA replication in species of the *Archaea* could be inhibited by aphidicolin, suggesting that archaeal and eukaryotic DNA replicases might be closely related (122). Due to commercial biotechnology interests, DNA polymerases have been cloned and sequenced from three different species of the hyperthermophilic genus *Pyrococcus*. These and other known archaeal DNA polymerases appear to be similar to eukaryotic family B types (36). In *Sulfolobus solfataricus*, there are two or perhaps three distinct but closely related family B DNA polymerases, which is suggestive of past gene duplication events (250).

There is evidence for additional DNA polymerases in the *Archaea*. Aphidicolin-insensitive DNA polymerases (therefore not of family B) have been detected in various archaeal species (reviewed in reference 49), although the genome of *Methanococcus jannaschii* coded for only a single family B DNA poly-
merase (49). The activities of two different DNA polymerases, one of which is sensitive to aphidicolin while the other is not, have been documented in Halobacterium halobium (305). Thus, it is not clear whether family B polymerases are the principal replicase in all members of the Archaea.

Given the great sequence divergence among family B DNA polymerases and the presence of only a single bacterial representative, DNA polymerases do not make a robust universal tree (Fig. 6B). The highest sequence similarities occur over eight specific regions which include three exo motifs (256), but fewer than 200 amino acid positions can be aligned with confidence across domains. The DNA polymerase B gene tree shows monophyletic clusters for the Archaea and eukaryotes (36, 260). Certainly, the evolution of DNA polymerases requires further study, in particular with respect to determining the full range of types and their functions in all three domains.

Photolyase. Central to photoreactivation repair of double-stranded DNA is the enzyme photolyase, which catalyzes the monomerization of UV-induced pyrimidine dimers. Class I photolyses of eukaryotes (yeast and Neurospora) and proteobacteria (E. coli and Salmonella typhimurium) employ a folate derivative cofactor, 5,10-methylenetetrahydrofolate, which optimizes enzyme activity at a wavelength of about 380 nm (340, 341). Photolyses of gram-positive bacteria, cyanobacteria, and archaea use an entirely different cofactor, 7,8-didemethyl-8-hydroxy-5-deazaflavin, which bestows optimal activity at a higher wavelength, 440 nm. In Halobium, photolyase is a 481-amino-acid peptide and the gene is located immediately upstream of the gene for superoxide dismutase (SOD) (316). Eukaryotic and proteobacterial photolyses are closely related at the sequence level, which suggests a recent shared ancestry. Class II photolyses, which are distantly related to class I photolyses, have been recently confirmed to exist in all three domains as well (341).

In the phylogenetic tree shown in Fig. 6C, only the branching points separating eukaryotes and proteobacteria show strong statistical support, while the clustering of species on the basis of secondary cofactors is only weakly supported. However, overall sequence similarities and common cofactors suggest that lateral gene transfer and replacement between proteobacteria and eukaryotes might have occurred, perhaps as a consequence of some early endosymbiosis (as discussed below). The HDF-type photolyses known from two gram-positive bacteria, a cyanobacterium and a halophilic archaeon, group together, although the node is not statistically strong, leaving the branching order unresolved.

Transcriptional Proteins

Differences between bacteria and eukaryotes in transcription are also profound. In E. coli, the RNAP holoenzyme consists of four main subunits, α, β, β′, and ω, with a single exogenous protein, factor σ, required for transcriptional activation. The promoter region is typically located −10 and −35 bp upstream from the transcriptional start site (reviewed in reference 102). Additional activators might be involved in enhancing promoter strength, but none of these proteins appear homologous to eukaryotic transcription factors (reviewed in reference 52).

Transcription in eukaryotes is considerably more complex. The typical eukaryotic promoter consists of a TATA box sequence located about −30 bp upstream of the transcriptional start nucleotide. The eukaryotic core RNAP does not contact the DNA template strand directly at this site; rather, the enzyme attaches to a specific transcription factor, TFIIID, bound to the DNA strand. The fully assembled initiation complex of RNAP II consists of at least five transcription factors, TFIIA, TFII B, TFII D, TFII E, and TFII F, with a sixth factor, TFIIS, binding to the RNA polymerase once strand elongation commences (RNAP I, II, and III have specific suites of transcription factors that are numbered accordingly). TFII D is a multimeric protein which includes the important TATA-binding protein (TBP). TBP is a general transcription factor insofar as it appears to be required for the initiation of transcription of all RNAP II-transcribed genes, including those without a recognizable TATA box, as well as genes transcribed by RNAP I and III.

Reiter et al. (275) demonstrated the importance of TATA box-like upstream sequences in the transcription of the Sulfolobus 16S/23S rRNA gene. Later, archaeal homologs of eukaryotic TFII B, TFII S, and TBP were identified. A TFII B homolog in Pyrococcus woesei was discovered via a database search (249) and was subsequently cloned from S. shibatae (266). Later, the TBP major component of TFII D was found in Thermococcus celer (226) and Pyrococcus woesei, where it was elegantly demonstrated to be functional in transcription (283). More recently, it was demonstrated that yeast and human TBP s can substitute for native transcription factors in a cell-free archaeal transcription system (318, 331).

The ancestral eukaryotic and archaeal RNAP might well have been a type II homolog, since TBP, a general transcription factor for all eukaryotic RNAP s, also exists in the Archaea (reviewed in references 187, 207, and 345). However, 5′ capping, persistent poly(A) tailing, monocistronic mRNAs, and spliceosomal introns are still unique to eukaryotic mRNA; therefore, these features were probably derived after the eukaryote-Archaea divergence.

Eukaryotes have three types of RNAP s (called RNAP I, II, and III), while both bacteria and archaea have just one kind (reviewed in reference 207). Eukaryotic RNAP s are distinguishable from one another on the basis of genes transcribed and reactions to the compound α-amanitin. Eukaryotic RNAP I transcribes 5.8S, 18S, and 28S rRNA and is refractory to α-amanitin. RNAP II produces all its mRNA from protein-coding genes as well as certain small nuclear RNAs (snRNA), and it is highly sensitive to α-amanitin inhibition. RNAP III transcribes the remaining snRNAs, tRNAs, and 5S rRNA and shows an intermediate blockage response to α-amanitin. In addition, there are other types of RNAP s specific for organelar gene transcription.

Zilg and co-workers have extensively studied the structure, function, and evolution of archaeal RNA polymerases. All three eukaryotic polymerases are more structurally similar to archaeal homologs than to bacterial ones (190, 264). The holoenzyme complex of the Bacteria consists of just four subunits, while eukaryotic and archaeal RNAP s consist of seven or more homologous subunits (139, 200, 207, 212). The two largest archaeal subunits, B and A, correspond to the RpoB (β) and RpoC (β′) subunits in E. coli and the RpoB and RpoA subunits of eukaryotic RNAP II, respectively. In all archaea, the second largest subunit, A, is split into two parts, called A′ and A″ (344, 345). In Methanococcus, Halobacterium, and Archaeoglobus, the B subunit is also split into two parts (designated B′ and B″), while Sulfolobus, Thermoplasma, and Thermococcus have a unified B subunit (264).

Puhler et al. (263) from Zilg’s group first compared the archaeal A′ A″ subunit (then referred to as the AC subunit) with the A subunits of eukaryotic RNAP I, II, and III and bacterial β′ subunits. They showed that archaeal and eukaryotic RNAP s were overwhelmingly more similar to each other than either were to bacterial RNAP s. Furthermore, RNAP II and III were slightly closer to the archaeal polymerase while...
RNAP I “shared a bifurcation” with the bacterial branch (although it was most similar at the sequence level to eukaryotic and archaeal RNAPs). A subsequent analysis from the same laboratory showed similar relationships in trees derived from the archaeal B'B, bacterial β, and eukaryotic B subunits (188).

This observation of paraphyletic eukaryotic RNAP types formed the basis of Zillig’s chimera hypothesis for the origin of eukaryotes. He suggested that the RNAP tree could be best explained if the eukaryotic cell was actually a chimera resulting from the fusion of a “prebacterium” (which contributed RNAP I) with a “prearchaeum” (the source of RNAP II and III [342]). However, Iwabe et al. (165) later reanalyzed the sequence data for both RNAP subunits and found that different phylogenetic methods produced different tree topologies. Maximum-likelihood and distance/neighbor-joining methods depicted the different RNAP types as a single monophyletic group in eukaryotes, while the maximum-parsimony method resulted in a paraphyletic spread of eukaryotic RNAPs. The latter result was attributed to more rapid sequence evolution among type I RNAP sequences. Iwabe et al. concluded that the strongest overall support was for eukaryotic RNAP I, II, and III forming a single clade. This would suggest a later gene duplication event, one that occurred well after the formation of the eukaryotic lineage, which led to the three types of polymerase.

Klenk et al. (188) further analyzed the two RNAP subunits, this time including a number of new archaeal and bacterial sequences, by using a “fuzzy-logic” approach which combined the results of several different tree-building methods. They concluded that there was sufficient statistical support for paraphyly among eukaryotic RNAP types. However, Klenk et al. (192) later analyzed several RNAP large subunits from lower eukaryotes and reported both paraphyletic and monophyletic eukaryotic RNAP trees by the maximum-parsimony and distance methods, respectively. The RNAP phylogenies shown here concur with these early analyses by the neighbor-joining/distance method, where the eukaryotic types appear to be monophyletic (Fig. 7).

Regardless of controversies revolving around phylogenetic methodologies, a consistent result of RNAP trees is the early appearance of different polymerases in eukaryotes—a conclusion which was further supported by the discovery of a type III RNAP in *Giardia lamblia* (213). All phylogenetic analyses also support the monophyly of the *Archaea*, thus casting doubt on eocyte-like scenarios of eukaryotic origins. Phylogenetic analyses of RNAPs are particularly important since sequences are now available from archaeal species belonging to both *Euryarchaeota* and *Crenarchaeota*, as well as from deep evolutionary branches of the eukaryotes and *Bacteria*. RNAP sequences have been determined from the thermophilic bacteria *Thermotoga maritima* and *Aquifex pyrophilus*, whose rRNA sequences branch closest to the root of the *Bacteria* (188). Interestingly, the branching orders of species within the *Bacteria* and *Archaea* differ between RNAP and rRNA trees (188, 189). Klenk et al. (188, 189) propose that these differences might be the result of the high G+C nucleotide content found in the rRNA genes of thermophilic organisms, which might favor their placement at the base of the phylogenetic tree—a bias which they suggest is less important in phylogenetic reconstruction by using RNAP and other protein-coding genes.

**Translational Proteins**

Both eukaryotes and the *Bacteria* use generally similar suites of catalytic enzymes, ribosomal proteins, and RNAs in protein synthesis. However, there are major differences with respect to the assembly and final structure of the ribosomal initiation complex (reviewed in reference 215). In the *Bacteria*, the small 30S subunit binds to purine-rich Shine-Dalgarno sequences located just upstream of the initiator AUG codon. The 30S...
initiation complex is formed by the joining of three protein initiation factors, IF-1, IF-2, and IF-3, along with GTP and a formylated tRNA\textsuperscript{Met}. IF-3 is later released, allowing the 50S subunit to join the 30S initiation complex. The binding of the 50S subunit leads to the hydrolysis of GTP and the release of IF-1 and IF-2. The assembled 70S ribosome then proceeds with translation, while all the initiation factors are recycled for the next round of initiation. Of course, translation and transcription can be coupled in the \textit{Bacteria}, something that is prohibited in eukaryotes by the additional processing required for mRNA maturation [addition of 5' caps and poly(A) 3' trailers and intron excision].

In the eukaryotes, the first step in ribosome assembly is the binding of the small 40S subunit to an initiator tRNA\textsuperscript{Met}, GTP, and a eukaryote-specific initiation factor, eIF-2. This 40S tRNA\textsuperscript{Met} complex then attaches to the capped 5' end of the mRNA, just downstream of the translation start site. The 40S initiation complex then "scans" the mRNA for the first AUG codon. Once located, the 60S subunit joins the 40S complex, and the assembled 80S ribosome is then translationally active. Several initiation factors appear necessary for eukaryotic translational activation, although their exact number and respective functions are not clear.

The steps leading to the assembly of the archaeal ribosome are not well understood, although existing evidence points to a melding of bacterial and eukaryotic models (reviewed in reference 5). Like bacteria, archaeal mRNAs are not 5'-end capped, and some, but not all, genes have putative upstream Shine-Dalgarno initiation sites (48). The archaeal ribosome has rRNA components which are similar in number and sizes (23S, 16S and 5S) to those found in bacterial ribosomes. However, archaea lack N-formylated initiator Met-tRNA, and recognizable Shine-Dalgarno motifs are not found upstream of archaeal genes.

Similar to the situation in transcription, archaea appear to have several eukaryote-like translation initiation factors. In both \textit{S. acidocaldarius} (177) and \textit{M. jannaschii} (49), a putative IF-2 protein has been found that is more similar to yeast FUN12, a suggested eukaryotic initiation factor, than to bacterial IF-2 homologs. All IF-2 proteins appear to belong to a single gene family which, like EF-G/2, self-recycle GTP, and the two gene families appear to be paralogs (177, 178). These proteins belong to an even larger multifamily which includes EF-Tu/1 and eIF-2\texttext{-y}. However, the last two enzymes both require a guanine nucleotide exchange factor for GTP recycling. At least 11 different translation factor proteins have been identified from \textit{M. jannaschii}, of which three match eukaryotic homologs (49). As in \textit{Sulfolobus}, a hypusine-containing protein showing similarity to eukaryotic translation initiation factor eIF-5a (17) was found in \textit{Methanococcus}, although recent experiments in yeast suggest that this protein is dispensable, thereby calling into question its role in translation (173).

Another archaeal translational component more similar to eukaryotic homologs is methionine aminopeptidase (MetAP), an enzyme which functions in all three domains to cleave the amino-terminal methionine from newly translated polypeptides (179). In phylogenies, MetAPs from \textit{S. solfataricus} and \textit{Methanothermus fervidus} (20) preferentially cluster with eukaryotic MetAP-2 types over those from the \textit{Bacteria} (encoded by \textit{MAP} genes) or eukaryotic MetAP-1 types. The latter eukaryotic version is suggested to have originated from the mitochondria, since MetAP-1 genes cluster strongly with homologs from the proteobacteria.

Comparative analyses of translational components have fueled several evolutionary controversies. Lake and coworkers argued for the eocyte universal-tree topology based on similarities in ribosome shapes among the \textit{Crenarchaeota} and eu- karyotes (152, 199–201). However, the different lobes and protrusions supposedly diagnostic of eocyte ribosomes were later found in species of halophiles and thermophilic methanogens (312, 313). The ribosomes of eukaryotes and the \textit{Crenarchaeota} are also more protein rich than those of other members of the \textit{Archaea} and \textit{E. coli}. However, the bulkling-up of ribosomes with proteins is more likely to be a general adaptation to high-temperature environments, since several thermophilic methanogenic archaea, as well as a hyperthermophilic bacterium, \textit{Aquifex pyrophilus}, have ribosomes with high ratios of protein to rRNA (1).

**Elongation factors.** The orthologous genes EF-Tu (bacterial version) and EF-1\text{a} (archaeal and eukaryotic versions) act in translation to bring aminoacylated tRNA molecules into the A site of the ribosome. A second pair of orthologs, EF-G (in the \textit{Bacteria}) and EF-2 (in the \textit{Archaea} and eukaryotes), catalyze the subsequent release of deacylated tRNAs during ribosome translocation. EF-Tu/1\text{a} and EF-G/2 are believed to be paralogous genes derived from an ancient duplication that occurred before the divergence of prokaryotes and eukaryotes. As discussed above, this gene paralogy was exploited by Iwabe et al. (164) to derive a rooted universal tree.

Since then, elongation factor genes have been sequenced from many other species. Cammarano et al. (53) constructed an EF-G/2 gene tree from new sequences from the archaea \textit{Methanococcus vannielli}, \textit{Halobacterium halobium}, \textit{Sulfurobacter acidocaldarius}, and \textit{Thermoplasma acidophilum} and earlier data from a deep-branching bacterium, \textit{Thermotoga maritima} (320). Their elongation factor trees concurred with rRNA phylogenies in finding strong support for the monophyly of domains with the bifurcation of the kingdoms \textit{Crenarchaeota} and \textit{Euryarchaeota} internal to the \textit{Archaea}. By adding EF-2 genes from \textit{Pyrococcus woesei} and \textit{Desulfurococcus mobilis} to their phylogenies, Creti et al. (75) showed that the \textit{Archaea} was strongly monophyletic for EF-2/G genes but only weakly so for EF-Tu/1\text{a} genes. Hasegawa et al. (149, 150) originally reached similar conclusions after applying the maximum likelihood method for phylogenetic reconstruction. However, Hashimoto and Hasegawa (151) recently reported stronger support for paraphyletic archaea by using similar methods but a different alignment.

Rivera and Lake used an 11-amino-acid insertion, present in the \textit{Crenarchaeota} and eukaryote EF-1\text{a} genes but not in \textit{Euryarchaeota} EF-1\text{a} or \textit{Bacteria} EF-Tu\text{a} genes, to argue for the eocyte tree (278). Baldauf et al. (13) combined the EF-2/G and EF-Tu/1\text{a} data sets, derived a multiple-sequence alignment based on new crystallography data (2), and found weak statistical support in favor of the rooting described by Rivera and Lake (278). However, Creti et al. (77), in a reanalysis of their data set with a similar structure-based alignment, still found support for archael monophyly. Here, in a less rigorous treatment, gene trees for EF-Tu/1\text{a} and EF-G/2 (Fig. 8) show weak support for paraphyletic \textit{Archaea} and fairly robust support for monophyletic \textit{Archaea}, respectively. Thus, from the perspective of elongation factor genes, the question whether the origin of the eukaryotes can be directly linked to the \textit{Crenarchaeota} remains open.

**Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases.** In translation, the esterification or “charging” of a single amino acid to its cognate tRNA molecule is catalyzed by a specific aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase (abbreviated here as XxxRS, where Xxx is substituted for the three-letter code for a specific amino acid). The function and structure of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases have been intensely studied, especially with respect to mechanisms of amino acid charging and tRNA specificity (reviewed in references 55 and
Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases are variable in size, ranging from 334 (TrpRS) to 1,112 (PheRS) amino acids in E. coli (240). On the basis of structural and functional similarities, these enzymes are classified as belonging to either group I (specific for Glu, Gln, Trp, Tyr, Val, Leu, Ile, Met, Cys, and Arg) or group II (specific for Thr, Pro, Ser, Lys, Asp, Asn, His, Ala, Gly, and Phe) (106). All group I synthetases share two highly conserved amino acid motifs, HIGH and KMSKS, which are indicative of an ATP-binding structure. Group II synthetases lack this “Rossman fold” and the associated sequences. They have an entirely different structure and three other signature motifs, the most highly conserved of which has the general amino acid sequence, GLER. X-ray crystallographic studies have confirmed the presence of significant structural differences between the two groups (reviewed in references 55 and 105). The two groups of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases lack this “Rossman fold” and the associated sequences. They have an entirely different structure and three other signature motifs, the most highly conserved of which has the general amino acid sequence, GLER. X-ray crystallographic studies have confirmed the presence of significant structural differences between the two groups (reviewed in references 55 and 105). The two groups of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase are also functionally different; group I enzymes acylate the 2′ OH of the ribose of the final tRNA nucleotide, while group II enzymes charge the 3′ OH (106). Thus, despite having similar catalytic functions, group I and II aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases appear to be evolutionarily unrelated.

Nagel and Doolittle (240, 241) showed that all synthetases of either the group I or II type are related at the sequence level and that they therefore comprise two separate multigene families. Since bacterial and eukaryotic aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases with the same amino acid specificity nearly always clustered in phylogenetic trees, these investigators suggested that individual synthetases probably arose from a gene duplication preceding the divergence of prokaryotes and eukaryotes. This apparent gene paralogy allowed the construction of universal trees based on IleRS sequences which were independently rooted by ValRS and LeuRS sequences (43).

Here, the unrooted universal trees for AspRS and IleuRS genes are shown (Fig. 9A and B). The branching topology of the IleRS gene tree differs slightly from that previously published, since other amino acids as well as those confidently aligned with ValRS and LeuRS genes could be included in the alignment. Archaea, Bacteria, and eukaryotes are still resolved as monophyletic clades. However, on the basis of comparative distances, archaeal species are, on average, slightly more similar to bacteria than to eukaryotes. A midpoint rooting would place the Archaea and Bacteria together, which is at odds with the rooting obtained with paralogous genes. This case illustrates that a midpoint rooting is not always the correct one and that any inferred rooting based on a single gene is highly provisional.

Given that there are several different aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase genes, multiple opportunities exist to derive rooted universal trees with either group I or II synthetases. Phylogenetic analysis of the group II synthetase AspRS suggests that Pyrococcus (161) and eukaryotic homologs are most similar. This relationship holds true even when the AspRS gene tree is independently rooted by using gene sequences of closely related paralogs, LysRS and AsnRS (42).

However, some studies have now called into question assumptions about the ubiquity and ancient gene paralogy of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase. For example, the synthesis of Gln-tRNA_{Gln} can occur either through the action of a specific
GlnRS or via the acylation of tRNA\textsuperscript{Gln} by GluRS followed by transamidation of Glu to Gln. The latter pathway occurs in gram-positive bacteria, cyanobacteria, the proteobacterium \textit{Rhizobium meliloti}, and \textit{Thermus thermophilus}, as well as in mitochondria and chloroplasts, which apparently lack GlnRS (38, 126, 208). The GlnRS gene has been found in eukaryotes and two \(\alpha\)-proteobacteria, \textit{E. coli} and \textit{H. influenzae}.

Phylogenies suggest that a duplication event in eukaryotes gave rise to their GluRS and GlnRS genes, and the latter copy was laterally transferred to \(\alpha\)-proteobacteria (206). However, until recently, neither gene had been sequenced from an archaean. Early biochemical studies suggested that transamidation of Glu to Gln also occurs in the \textit{Archaea} (141, 332). Phylogenetic analyses of new archaeal GlxRS genes (since the precise charging function can not be assigned) show them to be closely related to, but branching outside of, eukaryotic GluRS and eukaryotic and proteobacterial GlnRS (44). Surprising, a similar transamidation pathway for the formation of Asn-tRNA\textsuperscript{Asn} has been suggested to exist in \textit{Haloferax volcanii} (79).

Several aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase genes (the GlnRS, AsnRS, LysRS, and CysRS genes) could not be identified in the full genome sequence of \textit{Methanococcus} (49).
A recent phylogenetic study of TrpRS and TyrRS genes by Ribas de Pouplana et al. (276) suggested that bacterial versions of either gene were more closely related to each other than to eukaryotic versions (TyrRS and TrpRS genes show significant sequence similarities; therefore, reciprocally rooted trees are possible). This would suggest some sort of independent evolution of either TyrRS, TrpRS or both proteins within the Bacteria and eukaryotes. However, archaeal versions were unavailable for their study. The inclusion of TrpRS sequences from the archaea, Methanococcus jannaschii and Pyrococcus furiosus and of TyrRS sequences from M. jannaschii and Sulfolobus solfataricus in the phylogenetic analysis produces quite different results (Fig. 9C and D). The two amino acid types of synthetases form separate monophyletic clades, which is in agreement with the conventional view of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase gene evolution (46). Furthermore, for both the TyrRS and TrpRS portions of the tree, the Archaea and eukaryotes are sister groups, which confirms previous paralogous gene rootings of the universal tree.

Ribosomal proteins. The ribosome is a complex structure composed of three or four different RNAs and 50 to 90 different proteins. In E. coli, the ribosome consists of three major RNAs (5S, 16S, and 23S) and 55 ribosomal proteins (RP) (334). Names are given to new RPs based on their location, with either the large (L) or small (S) ribosomal subunits, and their homology to RPs in E. coli where the entire complement is known. However, this nomenclature is sometimes confusingly applied to eukaryotes and archaea, which have several additional RPs. The Sulfolobus 50S ribosomal subunit alone may have as many as 43 RPs (56), some which show little or no similarity to those in bacterial ribosomes (268). Furthermore, several archaeal RPs, such as RP L12, are shared with eukaryotes but not bacteria (reviewed in references 268 and 335). Conversely, a few RPs are found only in the Bacteria and Archaea, such as RP L1 located in the RP L10 gene cluster (12).

RPs themselves are short, highly conserved polypeptides (generally less than 300 amino acids) and thus are of limited use phylogenetically. However, as a large group of independently evolved yet physical-interacting proteins and RNAs, the ribosome is perhaps the best example of an ancient coadapted macromolecular complex. At the sequence level, the different RP genes appear evolutionarily distinct, with the possible exception of RPs L10 and L12, which share a conserved C-terminal motif (297). In eukaryotes, RP L12 apparently underwent a second gene duplication, since two distinct yet obviously related gene copies exist (218).

Although particular RPs are unique to only one or two domains, many proteins are homologous across the three domains. Previous phylogenetic analyses have been applied to RPs L2, L10, L11, L12, L15, L30, S8, S11, and S17 (9, 218, 335). A list of RP homologs was tabulated by Ramirez et al. (Table 2 in reference 268). When multiple alignments of RPs were assembled for the present review, it became apparent that certain proteins, although similarly labeled in the different domains, were clearly too distant to be considered homologs. For example, RP S3 sequences are similar between the Archaea and eukaryotes but not the Bacteria. Large interdomain distances were also estimated for “homologs” of RP L18. In total, 21 RPs were identified as reasonable choices for universal phylogenies. Several of these gene trees had very poor statistical resolution of internal nodes, while others provided fairly robust topologies. A total of 10 and 11 RPs were associated with the small and large ribosomal subunits, respectively.

As discussed above, RPs often occur in similarly organized operons in the Bacteria and Archaea. However, this was not reflected in either gene phylogenies or mean interdomain distance scores, where 18 of the 21 RP genes analyzed (for RPs L2, L3, L5, L6, L10, L14, L15, L22, L23, L30, S5, S7, S9, S10, S11, S12, S15, and S19) showed eukaryotes and archaea as sister groups (Fig. 10 through 13A to E). In some instances, archaeal and eukaryotic RPs shared N- or C-terminal extensions that were missing from bacterial homologs. The remaining three RPs (RPs L11, S8, and S17) showed archaea and bacteria as neighbors.

These findings generally agree with earlier phylogenetic studies with smaller data sets. Liao and Dennis (218) also found bacterial and archaeal RP L11 genes to be most similar whereas archaeal and eukaryotic RP L10 genes were most closely related. Wittmann-Liebold et al. (335) constructed dendrograms of RP L2 and RP S11 sequences which positioned eukaryotes and archaea as sister groups. Auer et al. (9) derived unrooted phylogenetic trees for RP L15, L30, S8 and S17 (as well as EF-Tu/S1a), in which RP L15 showed eukaryotes and archaea together while major branching points were unresolved in the remaining RP gene trees. With few exceptions, the majority of RPs follow the evolutionary pattern of other protein synthesis gene which show the sisterhood of the Archaea and eukaryotes.

One might propose that the monophyly of the Archaea, Bacteria, and eukaryotes, the salient feature of rRNA trees, should be evident in the protein complement of the ribosome as well. However, with the exclusion of RPs where there was only a single species from a domain, 7 of 10 large-subunit and 3 of 7 small-subunit RP gene trees depicted the Archaea as paraphyletic with respect to eukaryotes. In these instances of paraphyly, where representative species of the Crenarchaeota and Euryarchaeota were both present, there was little to suggest that eukaryotes were consistently closer to a particular archaeal kingdom (sensu cocytes [199]). Phylogenetic analysis of RP L11 genes by Liao and Dennis (218) and here (Fig. 11A) suggests that Sulfolobus is the closest archaean to the eukaryotes but with low bootstrap support. Conversely, the RP L10 gene tree has Sulfolobus as the farthest archaean from eukaryotes. The RP S10 gene tree, which has five divergent archaees, shows the Archaea as monophyletic but, again, with low bootstraps (Fig. 12F).

Enzymes in Central Metabolism

Hetrotrophic catabolism consists of two fundamental processes, the conversion of glucose and other sugars to pyruvate via the glycolytic pathway and the subsequent catabolism of pyruvate, either by anaerobic fermentation or by the aerobic citric acid cycle (CAC). The CAC also interacts with various amino acid synthetic and catabolic pathways as well as the chains of electron transport and oxidative phosphorylation. As such, the inherent processes of central metabolism are crucial to the viability of all living cells. The operation of central metabolic pathways in the Bacteria and eukaryotes have been well studied. Current knowledge of metabolic enzymology in the Archaea has been reviewed by Danson (81–83) and, more recently, by Schönheit and Schäfer (294). Here, only metabolic enzyme genes characterized from at least one species each of the eukaryotes, Bacteria, and Archaea will be discussed. However, a brief outline of archaenal metabolism might prove useful.

In eukaryotes and most bacteria, glycolysis proceeds along the Embden-Meyerhoff pathway, where the conversion of glucose to pyruvate results in the release of two molecules of ATP. Until recently, the activity of phosphofructokinase, a key Embden-Meyerhoff pathway enzyme, had not been detected in the
Archaea. This led to the assumption that the Archaea (and some bacteria) employed the Entner-Doudoroff pathway, an alternative mode of glycolysis which yields only a single ATP per glucose molecule (83). However, a novel hexokinase and phosphofructokinase dependent upon ADP, rather than ATP, has been found in *Pyrococcus furiosus* (182). Similarly, phosphofructokinase activity in *Thermoproteus neutrophilus* has been linked to pyrophosphate, while its hexokinase uses ATP as a phosphoryl donor (299). This modified Entner-Doudoroff pathway in thermophiles does not yield ATP molecules. Also in the pathway is a highly divergent form of triosephosphate isomerase recently found in *Methanothermus fervidus* and *Pyrococcus furiosus* (195). Thus, a modified Embden-Meyerhoff pathway might exist in these species alongside a nonphosphorylated Entner-Doudoroff pathway (292). There is some evidence for the presence of components of the Embden-Meyerhoff pathway in methanogens, mainly from the analyses of reverse reactions of the pathway leading to carbohydrate synthesis (81). However, methanogens are autotrophs, and rather than relying on glucose as a source of energy, they fix carbon directly as acetyl-CoA. Also, a third glucose metabolic route found in the Bacteria and eukaryotes, the pentose phosphate pathway, has been suggested to occur in several halophilic and thermophilic archaeb (81).

The Embden-Meyerhoff, Entner-Doudoroff, and pentose phosphate pathways have several common catalyzed “trunk” reactions which synthesize pyruvate from glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate. Full-length gene sequences from the *Archaea* are known for a few of these enzymes, including glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), 3-phosphoglycerate...
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kinase (PGK), and enolase. Also, a small portion of the pyruvate kinase gene from *Thermoplasma acidophilum* has been sequenced (259). With respect to the involvement of nonphosphorylated intermediates, the Entner-Doudoroff pathway in *Sulfolobus*, *Thermoplasma*, and *Pyrococcus* differs from that in halophiles (81). In these thermophiles, equimolar amounts of pyruvate and glyceraldehyde are derived from the direct aldol cleavage of 2-keto-3-deoxygluconate. Glyceraldehyde is then oxidized to glycerate, which is subsequently converted into 2-phosphoglycerate by glycerate kinase. Thus, the primary roles of GAPDH and PGK might not be related to glucose metabolism.

Thus far, the oxidation of pyruvate to acetyl-coA is known to occur similarly in all members of the *Archaea*. Pyruvate oxidoreductases have also been found in the *Archaea* (and some anaerobic bacteria), although the electron receptors of enzymes from methanogens (which use a deazafavin derivative) are different from those of halophiles and thermophiles (which use ferredoxin). In *eukaryotes* and the *Bacteria*, the analogous reaction is catalyzed by a multienzyme complex consisting of 2-oxoacid decarboxylase, dihydrolipoyl acyltransferase, and dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase. Surprisingly, dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase has been found in several archaeal species. Unlike in the *Bacteria* and eukaryotes, this enzyme is not part of a multimeric complex in the *Archaea*. The function of dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase in the *Archaea* is not clear, although Danson (81) suggests a possible correlation between the presence of this enzyme and lipoic acid. Enzymatic assays have detected dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase activity in members of the *Euryarchaeota* but not of the *Crenarchaeota*. Furthermore, new biochemical variants are often not easily identified through sequence comparisons alone.

**Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase.** The final stages of the Embden-Meyerhoff, Entner-Doudoroff, and pentose phosphate pathways share several similarly catalyzed reactions. Since the catalyzing enzymes are reversible, they can play a secondary role in gluconeogenesis. The first enzyme of these “trunk” sequences is GAPDH, which catalyzes the bidirectional conversion between glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate and 1,3-di(phosphoglycerate) in the presence of NADH. Sequence analysis has shown that archaeal GAPDH genes are highly divergent from their bacterial and eukaryotic homologs (109, 111, 154, 347). Doolittle et al. (93) suggested that archaeal GAPDH genes might have been recruited from an entirely different gene family, possibly related to the NAD+/NADH transhydrogenases. However, there may be multiple and divergent isoforms of GAPDH within the *Archaea*, as is modified in different groups. Halophiles and *Thermoplasma acidophilum* have complete oxidative CAC, while *Sulfolobus* species exhibit only limited oxidative respiration under heterotrophic growth conditions. The reductive CAC has been observed in *Sulfolobus* spp. and *Thermoproteus* under autotrophic growing conditions, while partial oxidative and reductive CAC pathways are known to exist in methanogens (81).

In summary, central metabolism in the *Archaea* differs significantly from that of eukaryotes and most members of the *Bacteria*. Furthermore, among ecologically distinct archaean, there exist unusual embellishments in glucose-to-pyruvate conversion and the CAC. Our knowledge about archaean metabolism is limited by the small number of metabolic genes sequenced from the *Archaea*, in particular the *Crenarchaeota*. Furthermore, new biochemical variants are often not easily identified through sequence comparisons alone.

**Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase.** The final stages of the Embden-Meyerhoff, Entner-Doudoroff, and pentose phosphate pathways share several similarly catalyzed reactions. Since the catalyzing enzymes are reversible, they can play a secondary role in gluconeogenesis. The first enzyme of these “trunk” sequences is GAPDH, which catalyzes the bidirectional conversion between glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate and 1,3-di(phosphoglycerate) in the presence of NADH. Sequence analysis has shown that archaeal GAPDH genes are highly divergent from their bacterial and eukaryotic homologs (109, 111, 154, 347). Doolittle et al. (93) suggested that archaeal GAPDH genes might have been recruited from an entirely different gene family, possibly related to the NAD+/NADH transhydrogenases. However, there may be multiple and divergent isoforms of GAPDH within the *Archaea*, as is
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the case for several members of the Bacteria and eukaryotes (Fig. 14A). Indeed, a second class of GAPDH genes detected in the extreme halophile Haloarcula vallismortis is more similar to eukaryotic and bacterial homologs than to other archaeal GAPDH genes (228, 262).

Among bacterial and eukaryotic GAPDH genes, there are several instances of unexpected sequence similarities. E. coli is known to have two GAPDH genes. One copy, GapB, is similar to other bacterial GAPDH genes and occurs adjacent to genes encoding other glycolytic enzymes, 3-phosphoglycerate kinase and fructose 1,6-bisphosphate aldolase (3). The second copy, GapA, is clearly similar to eukaryotic GAPDH genes (GapC), and was first believed to be eukaryotic in origin (93).

In 1993, Martin et al. (229) published three GAPDH gene sequences from the cyanobacterium Anabaena variabilis, one of which, gap1, was similar to eukaryotic GapC types. Of the two remaining isoforms, gap2 was related to Calvin cycle enzymes from chloroplasts while gap3 was similar to bacterial GAPDH genes. (The GAPDH nomenclature can be somewhat confusing. Martin et al. refer to E. coli GapA and GapB as gap1 and gap2, respectively, while renaming the two subunits of the Calvin cycle GAPDH GapA and GapB. Thus, Anabaena gap1 and eukaryotic GapC are directly orthologous to E. coli gap1, previously known as GapA.) In Anabaena, the product of gap1 is probably utilized in glucose metabolism since it is located in the same operon as two other pentose phosphate cycle enzymes, pyruvate kinase and transaldolase. The divergence of these three cyanobacterial GAPDH genes is suggested to have occurred early in bacterial evolution. Martin et al. (229) postulated that multiple transfers of endosymbiotic GAPDH genes into the nucleus might have occurred, and perhaps GapC is an instance where the bacterial copy completely displaced the preexisting eukaryotic version—so-called gene replacements. These transfers must have occurred early in eukaryotic evolution as well, since GAPDH sequences of several deeply diverged protists, such as Giardia and Entamoeba, cluster with those from other eukaryotes. This also suggests that these amitochondrial protists might have witnessed lateral transfer of bacterial genes into the nucleus without the concomitant endosymbiosis leading to organelle formation (155). Such direct bacterial origins have also been suggested for two nonglycolytic enzymes characterized from Entamoeba (67).

However, it is not clear whether all eukaryotic GAPDH genes evolved from a single ancestor. Few branching points among eukaryotes have high bootstrap values, and the protists Giardia and Entamoeba branch much higher in the GAPDH tree than do other gene phylogenies. In our tree and that of Henze et al. (155), Trypanosoma GAPDH genes are highly divergent, being most similar to homologs from proteobacteria and Anabaena. In fact, Trypanosoma brucei contains two different GAPDH isoforms—one version is specifically active in the glycosome, an organelle-like microbody, while the other transits into the cytostol (235). In contrast, the GAPDH gene from the amitochondrial protist Trichomonas vaginalis convincingly branches with Bacteria-specific GapB (gap2) genes rather than with other eukaryotic GapC sequences (225). Trichomonas GapC might have had a bacterial origin separate from those that lead to GAPDH gene acquisitions in other eukaryotes. However, possible hidden gene paralogy among different GAPDH types cannot be excluded.

3-Phosphoglycerate kinase. In glycolysis, the enzyme PGK sequentially follows GAPDH by catalyzing the reaction 3-phosphoglyceroyl phosphate + Mg·ADP ⇔ 3-phosphoglycerate + Mg·ATP. PGK-coding genes have been sequenced from several members of the Bacteria, eukaryotes, and Archaea, both Crenarchaeota and Euryarchaeota. As with GAPDH, archaeal PGK genes are highly diverged from those of the Bacteria and eukaryotes (39, 110). The archaeon Haloarcula vallismortis has a gap-pgk gene cluster, which also occurs in several bacteria, linked with the gene for the glycolytic enzyme triose-phosphate isomerase (tpi).

In PGK gene phylogenies, bacteria and eukaryotes largely form separate monophyletic yet closely related, groups (Fig. 14B). Overall sequence similarities suggest that eukaryotes obtained their nuclear PGK gene from the Bacteria (39). A separate gene transfer and replacement event might account for the unusual positions of nucleus-encoded PGK isoforms in wheat (Triticum aestivum) (221). Nucleus- and chloroplast-targeted wheat isoforms branch as a group within the Bacteria. Brinkmann and Martin (39) suggest a lateral gene transfer event, similar to that involving cyanobacterial GapC, was responsible for both plant PGK genes being highly similar to bacterial versions. However, additional sequences of PGK genes from cyanobacteria and plants are necessary to conclusively prove this hypothesis.

Enolase. The next step in glycolysis, the interconversion between 3-phosphoglycerate and 2-phosphoglycerate, is catalyzed by phosphoglycerate mutase. Although the activity of this enzyme has been detected in the Archaea, the gene has yet to be sequenced. The subsequent reaction, the conversion of 2-phosphoglycerate to phosphoenolpyruvate and H2O, is facilitated by phosphoenolpyruvate synthetase or enolase. Enolase genes have been sequenced from only a few species of the Bacteria and only one species of the Archaea, Haloarcula marismortui (196). Phylogenetic analyses show eukaryotic enolase genes as being most similar to those of proteobacteria, although the only other bacterial enolase was that of B. subtilis (Fig. 13F).

The chromosomal location of the enolase gene (eno) is variable in prokaryotes. In E. coli, eno is part of an operon with prg, which also encodes CTP synthetase (329), while in Zymomonas mobilis, eno is a solitary transcriptional unit (51). In B. subtilis, a single operon encodes four glycolytic enzymes, PGK (pgk), triose-phosphate isomerase (tpi), phosphoglycerate mutase (pgm), and enolase (eno) (in 5′-to-3′ order) (216). In the archaeon H. marismortui, an entirely different operon exists, with the trnA gene; the genes encoding RPs HL29, L13, and S9; two unidentified ORFs; eno; and a third unknown ORF (which shows some distant similarity to the ORF encoding the vertebrate laminin receptor protein [196]). The RP L13 and S9 genes also occur as a two-gene cluster in E. coli but are located more than 0.5 Mb away from the prg-eno operon.

Acetyl-CoA synthetase. The activation of free acetate to acetyl-CoA in the presence of ATP is essential for several biochemical pathways including lipid biosynthesis and the oxidative CAC. In bacteria, eukaryotes and a few archaea (Thermoproteus neutrophilus and some methanogens [81]), this is accomplished with the assistance of acetyl-CoA synthetase. This ATP-dependent (AMP-forming) acetyl-CoA synthetase is not to be confused with ADP-forming acetyl-CoA synthetase. The latter enzyme has been found in some archaeal halophiles and thermophiles, as well as in anaerobic protists, where it produces ATP from the hydrolysis of acetyl-CoA to acetate.

Gene sequence data for ATP-dependent acetyl-CoA synthetase are limited and are known for only one archael species, the methanogen Methanothermobacter soehngenii (101). Overall, the bacterial and archaeal sequences show the greatest similarity to M. soehngenii and B. subtilis, a gram-positive bacterium (Fig. 15A).

Citrate synthase. Citrate synthase facilitates the entry of carbon as citrate into the CAC through the condensation of...
FIG. 15. Phylogenies for the acetyl-CoA synthetase (A), citrate synthase (B), GDH (C), argininosuccinate synthetase (argG) (D), pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase (proC) (E), and DHFR (F) genes.
acetyl-CoA with oxaloacetate and water. Citrate synthase activity has been documented in species from all three domains, including different archaeal groups (with the possible exception of some methanogens [81]). Partial N-terminal sequences have been determined for citrate synthases from *Pyrococcus furiosus, Sulfolobus solfataricus,* and *Halofex furcanii* (70, 219, 238).

The complete citrate synthase genes have been determined for *Thermoplasma acidophilum* (314) and, more recently, *P. furiosus* (238). In the former species, this protein is 384 amino acids in length. Although only about 20% similar at the amino acid level, the crystal structures of *T. acidophilum* and pig heart citrate synthases show a high degree of congruence (285). In phylogenetic analyses, archaetal citrate synthases cluster closest with those from gram-positive bacteria (Fig. 15B). A similar arrangement occurs in gene trees of GS, where a lateral transfer between species of the *Archaea* and gram-positive bacteria has been proposed (45, 319).

Eukaryotic citrate synthase genes encoding separate mitochondrial and cytosolic isoforms are highly divergent from those of the *Bacteria or Archaea.* Unlike the situation for eu-

karyotic GAPDH genes, mitochondrial- and peroxisome-targeted citrate synthase isoforms do not seem to have originated from a bacterial endosymbiont.

**Malate dehydrogenase.** In the final step of the CAC, malate dehydrogenase (MDH) catalyzes the bidirectional reaction 1-

malate + NAD"$\rightarrow$ oxaloacetate + NADH + H". In eukaryotes, there are two MDH isoforms, a mitochondrial type, which functions in the CAC, and a cytosolic version, which is part of the malate-aspartate shuttle cycle along with aspartate transaminase.

In their 1989 paper, Iwabe et al. (164) suggested that MDH and 1-lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) held promise as yet another ancient duplicated gene family, although the archaenal sequences were unknown. Subsequently, full-length MDH gene sequences were determined for Methanothermus fervidus (160) and *Halocarcina marismorti* (60) and partial amino-terminal sequences were determined for *Sulfolobus acidocaldarius* (136). Contrary to the predictions of Iwabe et al. (164), these archaenal MDH genes are highly divergent not only from bac-

terial and eukaryotic genes but also from each other (MDH phylogeny is not shown). The MDH gene of *H. marismorti* shows greater affinity, in both sequence and structure, to eu-

karyotic and bacterial LDH genes, while the M. fervidus LDH gene is highly diverged from all forms (60). On the basis of X-ray crystallography of *H. marismortii* MDH, Dym et al. suggested that particular amino acid substitutions might be related to specific adaptations to halophilic environments (97).

Cytosolic and mitochondrial MDH genes of eukaryotes are also highly divergent. Mitochondrial isoforms tend to be closely related to *E. coli* MDH, which might reflect an origin from a proteobacterial endosymbiont. However, the full extent of the MDH and LDH gene family may not be fully realized, since an MDH sequence from the bacterium *Thermus flavus* is highly similar to eukaryotic cytosolic isoforms.

**Amino Acid Biosynthesis and Degradation**

Degradation products from excess amino acids comprise a small but significant portion of the total energy budget of the cell. Utilization of these by-products in the CAC provides an indirect linkage between amino acid metabolic and central metabolic pathways. Despite the abundance of amino acid biosynthetic enzymes within the cell (277), relatively few examples of gene sequences are known for the *Archaea* (reviewed in reference 272). However, two gene families, the GS and GDH genes, have been fairly intensely studied from a phylogenetic perspective.

**Aminotransferases.** The aminotransferases are a large group of pyridoxal-5'-phosphate-dependent enzymes which catalyze the reversible transformation of amino acids to oxo acids. The aminotransferases fall into four distantly related groups (168, 233). The closest relationships are among subgroup I enzymes, which include aspartate, alanine, tyrosine, phenylalanine, and histinol-phosphate aminotransferases. These enzymes commonly catalyze the transfer of an amino group to 2-oxogluta-

mate, which results in $\gamma$-glutamate and a reaction-specific oxo acid.

The existence of aminotransferases in the *Archaea, Bacteria,* and eukaryotes suggests that this multigene family diverged very early in cellular evolution. However, evolutionary relationships among subgroup I aminotransferases are complex, and the switching of substrates among orthologous genes might have occurred several times. The best-represented aminotrans-

ferase in the database is aspartate aminotransferase (AAT). In eu-

karyotes, AAT isoforms are targeted to specific subcellular compartments and are encoded by nuclear genes. In phyloge-

netic trees, eukaryotic isoforms are organized into four distinct clades according to their cellular compartments, which are the cytosol (where animals and plants form monophyletic clades), mitochondria (where animals and plants are polyphyletic), and plastid (333) (Fig. 16A). The exceptions are mitochondrial and cytosolic AAT isoforms of yeast, which are highly divergent and branch outside other eukaryotic sequences. Thus, it may be that the various isoforms arose from an early eukaryotic gene duplication. To resolve the evolution of eukaryotic ami-

notransferases, sequences from lower eukaryotes, such as ami-

tochondrial protists, might be especially important.

Prokaryotic AAT genes are very diverse. *E. coli* and *H. influenzae* AAT are similar to their eukaryotic homologs. Ini-

tially, the only example of an archaeal AAT, of *Sulfolobus solfataricus,* was found to be highly similar to a homolog charac-

terized from a *Bacillus* thermophile (78). Mehta et al. (233) suggested that the closer similarity between these two AAT genes reflected structural constraints imposed by thermophyl-

ence. Golding and Gupta (134) provided these data as support for an evolutionary affinity between gram-positive bacteria and the *Archaea.* However, new sequence data have dissolved both hypotheses. Two AAT genes characterized from separate strains of *Rhizobium meliloti,* a soil-dwelling *alpha*-proteobacte-

rium, (328), also cluster with *Sulfolobus* and *Bacillus* homologs in phylogenies (333). In addition, newly available AAT genes from cyanobacteria and *Thermus* cluster with these bacterial and archaenal genes.

Interestingly, AAT genes are not monophyletic with respect to the remaining subgroup I aminotransferases. Eukaryotic AAT isoforms are closely related not only to AAT genes from *E. coli* and *Haemophilus* but also to tyrosine-reactive aromatic amino acid aminotransferases (AroAT) from *E. coli* and *Rhi-

zobium* (Fig. 16A) (233). Furthermore, *Bacteria-Archaea*-type AATs are, in fact, more similar to eukaryotic tyrosine and alanine aminotransferases than to eukaryote-proteobacteria-

type AATs.

The subgroup I aminotransferase gene family is even more heterogeneous if histidinol-phosphate aminotransferases (HAPT) are considered. This enzyme functions in the histidine biosynthetic pathway, and in the *Bacteria* it is encoded by the *hisC* gene (see below). HAPT is known from an archaeon, the extreme halophile *Halofex furcanii* (71). All known HAPT genes seem to form a cohesive group, with the *H. furcanii* gene being more closely related to those from gram-positive bacte-
ria. The HAPT group falls between the two types of AAT from eukaryote-proteobacteria and Bacteria-Archaea.

The phylogenetic pattern of aminotransferases cannot be reconciled with notions of either direct organismal evolution or fixed enzyme specificities since the cenancestor. Benner et al. (27) suggested three other possible evolutionary scenarios. First, extensive amino acid switching might have occurred among aminotransferases, a theory somewhat supported by mutagenesis experiments which show that relatively few changes in the protein can redirect substrate specificity. The second scenario involves different patterns of replacement of some ribozyme precursor, relics of the “RNA world,” by protein-based aminotransferases in the cenancester. The third theory postulates a late origin of aminotransferases, after the divergence of the Archaea, the Bacteria, and perhaps the eu- karyotes and subsequent dispersion among the three domains by multiple lateral transfer events. Jensen and Gu (168) suggest that family I aminotransferases evolved by progressive specialization from an ancestral enzyme which had a broad specificity but lower efficiency.

Alternatively, we may have only a fragmented picture of the aminotransferase gene family and many orthologs may remain to be uncovered, such as an archaeal AAT gene similar to eukaryotic homologs. To this end, further sequence data from evolutionarily pivotal taxa of the Bacteria, Archaea, and plants, and animals. Archaeal species include members of both the Euryarchaeota (Halofex volcanii [45], Methanococcus voltae [257], Pyrococcus furiosus [45], and P. woesei [319]) and the Crenarchaeota (Sulfolobus solfataricus [288]).

There are several isoforms of GS which are highly divergent from one another. GS type I (GSI) genes occur in the Bacteria and Archaea but not eukaryotes, while GS type II (GSII) genes exist in eukaryotes and a few members of the Bacteria including Rhizobium (85), Frankia (100, 280), and Streptomyces (198). Most bacteria with the GSII isoform also have the typically prokaryotic GSI copy. In the bacteria Bacteroides fragilis (157), Rhizobium leguminosarum (66), and Butyribiivibrio fibrisolvens (135), genes for a third variant, GSIII, have been found. Although distantly related, GSI and GSII genes are readily alignable while the exact evolutionary relationship of GSIII genes remain indeterminate, since these genes show little sequence similarity to either GSI or GSII isoforms.

Gene phylogenies show that GSI type genes can be further split into two distinct subdivisions, α and β (45, 319). GSI-β genes uniquely have a specific 25-amino-acid insertion and undergo posttranslational regulation by reversible adenylylation, whereas GSI-α and GSII genes do not. Among prokaryotes, GSI-α genes occur in the Archaea (with the possible exception of Sulfolobus), low-G+C gram-positive bacteria, and Thermotoga maritima, while all remaining bacteria have GSI-β genes. Although cyanobacterial sequences are characteristic of GSI-β, adenylylation control of enzyme activity is not evident (115), which suggests a secondary loss of this regulatory mechanism (45).

In GS gene phylogenies, members of the Euryarchaeota, the
low-G+C gram-positive bacteria, and *Thermotoga* form a single clade, although the internal branching order is poorly resolved (45, 302, 319). The sole *Crenarchaeota* representative, *S. solfataricus*, falls either at the base of GSI-α genes or all GSI genes depending on the phylogenetic method used. However, *Sulfolobus* is not an eocyte—its GS gene is like bacterial GSI, not eukaryotic GSII. While the GS gene is not congruent with the archaeal tree of eukaryotic origins, it does roughly mirror the closer relationship between archaea and gram-positive bacteria seen in HSP70 (146) and GDH (25) gene trees.

One possibility is that all bacteria once had the GSI-β gene, which was later replaced by an archaea specific GSI-α gene in some lineages (45, 319). However, to be reconciled with the divergent positions of *Thermotoga* and low-G+C gram-positive bacteria in the rRNA gene trees, there would have to be at least two independent GSI-α gene transfers (319). Alternatively, taxonomic repositioning of *Thermotoga* among the gram-positive bacteria must be considered (45)—a suggestion made earlier by Cavalier-Smith (58) based on similarities in cell envelope structure.

A second evolutionary paradox is the simultaneous occurrence of GSII genes in certain members of the *Bacteria* and eukaryotes. When bacterial GSII genes were initially discovered in nitrogen-fixing plant-symbiotic rhizobia and agrobacteria, they were suggested to have originated from plants (54). However, later phylogenetic analyses showed that bacterial GSII genes evolved before the divergence of animals and plants (197, 255, 295, 301). Kumada et al. (197) speculated that GSI and GSII genes were the result of an early gene duplication in the cenancestor. If GS genes did arise this way, alternative homologs of GSI and GSII should be found in eukaryotes and the *Archaea*, respectively. However, coexisting GSI and GSII genes have been found in only a few species of the *Bacteria*. Therefore, any theory of ancient GS gene paralogy would also need to explain the complex loss/gain pattern of GSI and GSII homologs seen in different lineages.

**Glutamate dehydrogenase.** There are two distinct functional kinds of GDHs. Tetrameric GDHs are NAD dependent and are instrumental in glutamate catabolism, while hexameric GDHs can be either NADP or NAD dependent and function in ammonia assimilation.

Of the two, only hexameric GDHs gene sequences are known for a number of species of eukaryotes and the *Bacteria* and *Archaea*. Forterre and coworkers have examined the phylogenetic relationships among hexameric GDH genes and proposed a further subdivision into two gene families. Family I GDH genes (GDH-I) occur in proteobacteria, the gram-positive *Clostridium symbiosum*, several fungi, and *Giardia lamblia* (25, 26) (Fig. 15C). Family II GDH genes (GDH-II) have been found in other gram-positive bacteria (*Pepstotreptococcus asaccharolyticus* and *Clostridium difficile*), cyanobacteria, homeothermic animals, six archaeal species, and, recently, *Thermotoga maritima* (119). The animal genes are highly diverged from the bacterial and archaeal GDH-II genes, and the branching orders among these are poorly resolved except for the terminal clusters. While some phylogenetic reconstructions place *Halobacterium salinarum* GDH-II in a very earlier branch of animals (25), no single topology of archaeal GDH persists (156).

The deep split separating these two GDH families might suggest yet another instance of “cryptic” paralogy, yet the simultaneous existence of GDH-I and GDH-II in the same organism has not been proven. Although GDH-I and GDH-II genes are found only in different species of *Clostridium*, this gram-positive genus also appears as paraphyletic in rRNA trees, suggesting problems with species classification. Particularly problematic is the occurrence of GDH-I and GDH-II family genes in different groups of eukaryotes. If GDH-I and GDH-II genes are ancient paralogs, then, as for GSI and GSII, awkward scenarios of multiple-gene loss or gain in widely divergent taxa still must be addressed.

**Argininosuccinate synthetase.** In arginine biosynthesis and the cytosolic portion of the urea cycle, the enzyme argininosuccinate synthetase catalyzes the reversible condensation of citrulline and aspartate to argininosuccinate in the presence of ATP. Nearly a decade ago, argininosuccinate synthetase (argG) genes were found in *Methanosarcina barkeri* and *Methanococcus vannieli*, through the complementation of *argG* locus mutations in *E. coli* (237). In *M. barkeri*, there is an ORF just downstream of *argG* which corresponds to the large subunit of carbamoyl phosphate synthetase (CPS), another enzyme functioning in arginine metabolism (see below).

Although known for only a few taxa, argininosuccinate synthetase might have potential as another phylogenetic reporter molecule for deep evolutionary events. The gene is fairly long (about 397 amino acids long in *M. vannieli*) and encodes several well-conserved amino acid motifs which facilitates multiple sequence alignments. Phylogenetic analyses of known *argG* genes provide strong support for domain monophyly, with eukaryotic and archaeal sequences being the most similar (Fig. 15D).

**Carbamoyl phosphate synthetase.** Carbamoyl phosphate, a precursor compound in the biosynthesis of arginine and pyrimidine, is formed by the action of the enzyme CPS. CPS is a dimeric enzyme consisting of two asymmetrical subunits. The small subunit (42 kDa), through the hydrolysis of glutamine, provides a free amino group to the large subunit (120 kDa), which catalyzes the formation of carbamoyl phosphate in a complex reaction involving ATP, carbon dioxide, ammonia, and water (293).

In eukaryotes, mitochondrial and cytosolic versions of CPS are encoded by separate nuclear genes. Organelle-targeted CPS I participates in arginine biosynthesis, while cytosol-specific CPS II functions in pyrimidine biosynthesis. *Bacillus subtilis* has independently regulated CPS enzymes for arginine and pyrimidine biosynthesis (253), while proteobacteria make do with a single CPS enzyme. In *E. coli*, the *carA* and *carB* genes encode the small and large subunits, respectively. In *Methanosarcina barkeri*, the CPS large-subunit gene is located immediately upstream of the *argG* gene (237).

The N- and C-terminal halves of the *E. coli* *carB* gene show a high degree of sequence similarity, suggested to be the result of gene evolution by duplication (245). Schofield (293) proposed that eukaryotic and archaeal *carB* genes have similar internal, tandem arrangements, implying that this duplication might have occurred before the divergence of domains. If so, ammonia-metabolizing CPS genes might prove useful in reciprocally rooting the universal tree.

Lawson et al. (210) recently described CPS genes from the archaeon *Sulfolobus solfataricus*. In this organism, the amido-transferase and synthetase domains, encoded by *carA* and *carB* genes, respectively, are located just downstream from the *argG* and *argH* genes which encode the final two enzymes in the arginine biosynthetic pathway. Cotranscription of all four genes might occur. Lawson and co-workers constructed a reciprocally rooted CPS phylogeny by using the internal duplication of *carB* gene. In agreement with other parallelous universal trees, their phylogeny convincingly positioned the *Archaea* and eukaryotes as sister groups.

Another recent study suggests that methanogen *carB* subunits are more similar to those of the *Bacteria* while the *Sulfolobus* sequences are more like eukaryotic homologs (131).
Thus, the Archaea is paraphyletic, and the universal tree topology resembles that proposed by the eocyte hypothesis. However, it is also possible that lateral gene transfers between methanogens and members of the Bacteria have occurred.

Other, more recent CPS gene duplications might have occurred as well. Eukaryotic CPS I and II isoforms (and a newly discovered CPS III in fish) appear to be the result of gene duplications specific to eukaryotes—that is, the mitochondrial targeted isoform is unlikely to have originated from the endosymbiont (210). This gene duplication might have occurred recently, since some Apicomplexan protists apparently have a single CPS enzyme (118). Dual CPS enzymes in B. subtilis appear to be the result of another, independent gene duplication within the gram-positive bacteria.

**Tryptophan biosynthesis.** Nearly 40 years of study of the trp and its operons has been essential to our understanding of bacterial gene structure and regulation. The trp operon encodes five enzymes responsible for the synthesis of tryptophan from chorismate. The organization and sequences of trp operon genes have been determined for many bacteria and several archaea (73, 74, 243). In the Bacteria, the consensus gene order is anthranilate synthase α subunit (trpE), anthranilate synthase β subunit (trpG), anthranilate phosphoribosyltransferase (trpD), indole-3-glycerol phosphate synthetase (trpC), phosphoribosylanthranilate isomerase (trpB), tryptophan synthase β subunit (trpB), and tryptophan synthase α subunit (trpA), or trpEGDCFBFA. The gene fusions trpGD, trpEG, and trpCF and the breaking up of some clusters are seen in various bacterial species (184).

In contrast, gene orders of archaeal trp operons are highly variable with respect to both the bacterial model and each other. Among the Euryarchaeota, Methanobacterium thermautotrophicum has the gene order trpEGCFBAD (234), which agrees with an earlier partial sequence of the trp operon (trpFBA only) from Methanococcus voltae (298). In Haloferax volcanii, the trp operon is broken into two isolated clusters, trpCB1A and trpDDEF, which are nearly 1,200 kbp apart on the chromosome (203, 205). In the Crenarchaeota S. solfataricus, there is an intact operon, trpBADFEGC, which resembles the methanogen operon in gene order except that the trpBAD cluster is translocated to the 5' end of the cluster (323). In fungi, trp genes are not part of a unified transcriptional unit, although some novel gene fusions do occur such as trpGC or trpGCEF, and trpAB (74).

The fact that certain linkage groups, such as trpBA and trpEG, are retained throughout the Bacteria and Archaea suggests that some transcriptional units might be ancestral. If this is true, contemporary gene orders would be the result of specific arrangements that occurred after the Archaea-Bacteria divergence in different lineages. However, an alternative scenario of genes being distally scattered in the genome of the cenancestor, with the subsequent formation of operons occurring separately in the Archaea and Bacteria, cannot be ruled out.

Any reconstruction of the tentative ancestral trp operon might be enhanced if robust phylogenies could be derived from the individual trp genes. Unfortunately, trp genes make relatively poor phylogenetic reporter molecules, since their gene trees seldom provide statistically significant support for major branching points (Fig. 17). In the trpA gene tree, the archaea are closer to the bacteria, in particular the gram-positive bacteria. However, *Thermus aquaticus* also clusters with *Bacillus* species, and the proteobacteria are not a single clade (*Pseudomonas* sp. and *Caulobacter crescentus* in one group, and γ-proteobacteria in the other). Other trp gene trees are also inconsistent with bacterial evolution scenarios portrayed in either rRNA or *recA* gene phylogenies (103). In the trpB phylogeny, all domains are either para- or polyphyletic. Nucleus-encoded trpB genes in plants might have originated from plastids when they cluster with that of *Synechocystis*, a cyanobacterium. In all trp gene trees, the members of the Archaea either were paraphyletic with respect to the Bacteria (trpA, trpB, trpE, and trpG) or formed a clade which, in a single instance (trpC), was statistically nonsignificant.

Possible anthranilate synthase α subunit gene homologs are *phnA* (phenazine pathway) and *pabB* (p-aminobenzoate pathway) genes, while the anthranilate synthase β subunit gene is probably homologous to the *phnB* and *pabA* genes (108). Inclusion of these homologs in the respective trpE and trpG gene phylogenies did not improve the resolution of the eukaryote, archaeal, or bacterial clades (phylogenies not shown). However, the *phnA* and *phnB* genes of *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* were more similar to the respective trpE and trpG genes of enteric bacteria, as suggested previously (74, 108). Inconsistent rates of evolution, specific environmental adaptations, and, in the case of anthranilate-synthesizing enzymes, multiple events of gene duplication and convergence are all potential causes of the confusing species branching orders seen in trp gene trees.

**Histidine biosynthesis.** Recent reviews by Alifano et al. (4) and Fani et al. (113) have covered, in great depth, the histidine biosynthetic pathway and its related genes and their evolution. Briefly, in *E. coli* and *S. typhimurium*, nine intermediates and eight catalytic enzymes are known to participate in the biosynthesis of histidine from 5-phosphoribosyl-α,1-pyrophosphate and ATP. These γ-proteobacteria (and *H. influenzae*) have a single operon with the genes *hisGDCHBAFEI*, which encode, in order, ATP-phosphoribosyl transferase (*hisG*), histidinol dehydrogenase (*hisD*), HAT (*hisC*), glutamine amidotransferase (*hisF*), imidazoleglycerol-phosphate dehydratase/histidinol-phosphate-phosphatase (*hisB*), phosphoribosyl-formiminono-5-amino-1-phosphoribosyl-4-imidazole carboxamidase isomerase (*hisA*), cyclase (*hisF*), and pyrophosphohydrolase: phosphoribosyl-AMP cyclohydrolase (*hisIE*). Enzymes encoded by *hisB*, *hisD* and *hisIE* are bifunctional in histidine biosynthesis.

However, unlike the trp operon, the different prokaryotic examples of the his operon show radically different organizations. *Azospirillum brasilense*, an α-proteobacterium, has only a few his genes encoded in the operon hisBeIhorf168AEorf122, where hisBd is the distal dehydratase domain of the bifunctional enzyme. The gram-positive bacterium *Lactococcus lactis* has an operon consisting of 12 ORFs, of which eight, hisCGDBDHAFIE, correspond to those of *E. coli* (89, 90). *Staphylococcus aureus* has a six-gene cluster, hisEABCDG, while the same his genes seem to be dispersed in *B. subtilis* (113, 252).

In methanogenic and halophilic species of the Archaea, the few known his genes are not found in cotranscriptional units. The *Haloferax volcanii* *hisC* gene is not flanked by any recognizable ORFs (71), while the *Methanococcus vannielii* *hisA* and *hisI* genes are estimated to be over 10 kb apart (22). However, two genome-sequencing projects have recently revealed complete his operons for thermophilic species from both Crenarchaeota and Euryarchaeota. In *Sulfolobus solfataricus*, the operon gene order, hisCGABFDEH1I, represents several novel rearrangements (63), while the *Pyrococcus furiosus* operon, with the operon structure hisGDBHAFIEC, is only one gene translocation, that of the distal placement of *hisC*, removed from the *E. coli* model (279). In *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, the seven his genes exist on six different chromosomes (4). However, yeast HIS4 does have similarities to *hisIE* and *hisD* and yeast HIS7 has similarities to *hisH* and *hisF*, which suggests similar gene fusions.
FIG. 17. Phylogenies for the \textit{trp}A (A), \textit{trp}B (B), \textit{trp}C (C), \textit{trp}D (D), \textit{trp}E (E), and \textit{trp}G (F) genes.
Gene fusions and duplications were probably an integral part of his gene evolution. Fani et al. (112) proposed, on the basis of internal sequence similarities, that the evolution of hisA and hisF genes occurred via two rounds of gene duplication. First, the hisA gene arose from a duplication and fusion of a primordial gene which was half as long as the current hisA gene. Then hisA duplicated to give rise to hisF. This scenario is supported by sequence similarities among the corresponding segments in hisA and hisF genes from species of the Bacteria and Archaea, which also suggests that the duplication events were completed before the divergence of the three domains. Later gene fusion events might have involved hisB and hisIE, which encode bifunctional enzymes in some but not all organisms (113). However, hisD, whose product catalyzes the final two steps in the histidine pathway, is a bifunctional complex in all known species, which is suggestive of an ancient gene fusion.

Available sequence data permit the construction of three domain species trees for hisA, hisB, hisC, hisD, hisF, hisG, hisH, and hisIE (Fig. 18). As with the genes of the trp operon, the resultant phylogenies have little resolution of critical branch points and cannot reach any consensus universal tree (63). The Archaea, with representatives from both kingdoms, appears to group with the Bacteria, which is in general agreement with multiple his gene phylogenies generated by Fani et al. (113).

The phylogenies of the his and trp genes would suggest that these sequences are not highly informative markers for deep evolutionary events. The different gene orders, even within operons, indicate that his genes have been frequently rearranged in the past, perhaps erasing any recognizable gene patterns leading back to the common ancestor. However, the linkage groups trpBA and trpEG are widespread enough to suggest some long-term conservation of these spatial gene arrangements. Further, the existence of tryptophan and histidine biosynthetic pathway components in the Archaea, Bacteria, and some eukaryotes suggests that these pathways functioned in early cells, although interdomain transfer of some amino acid biosynthetic genes is still a possibility.

**Pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase.** Pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase (encoded by the proC gene) catalyzes the final step of proline biosynthesis, which is the reduction of pyrroline 5-carboxylic acid by either NADPH or NADH. The proC gene has been characterized for only a few species of bacteria and eukaryotes and one archaeon, Methanobrevibacter smithii (148). The proC gene tree (Fig. 15E) does not resolve any particular branching order, although Golding and Gupta (134) claimed that the proC phylogeny supported a eukaryote–gram-negative bacteria clade. Although M. smithii clusters with the “gram-negative” spirochete Treponema pallidum, this grouping is probably a methodological artifact of long branch lengths.

**Cofactors**

The nucleoside thymine is formed by methylation of uracil. The specific methyl group comes from the oxidation of a tetrahydrofolate derivative to dihydrofolate. The enzyme dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) plays an important role in the regeneration of tetrahydrofolate through the reduction of dihydrofolate by NADH. Eukaryotic DHFR genes are distinct from those of the Bacteria and Archaea; the archaeal gene is known from Haloferax volcanii (346). However, the relative branching orders among the different groups of the Bacteria and Archaea are unresolved (Fig. 15F).

**Purine Ribonucleotide Biosynthesis**

**IMP dehydrogenase.** The enzymes and genes involved in purine ribonucleotide biosynthesis in the Bacteria are well known (98, 277). However, relatively few genes for this important pathway have been characterized in the Archaea (reviewed in reference 251). The universal phylogenies of two purine pathway proteins are considered here.

The first enzyme, inosine monophosphate dehydrogenase (IMPDH, encoded by the guaB gene), catalyzes the reaction IMP + NAD+ + H2O → xanthosine-5-phosphate + NADH. IMPDH gene sequences are known from the archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus (68), several gram-positive and γ-proteobacteria, and some eukaryotes, including the diplomonad Trichomonas foetus (21). The IMPDH gene tree suggests that Pyrococcus is an ally of the gram-positive bacteria as seen in GS and HSP70 gene phylogenies (68) (Fig. 19A).

**Phosphoribosylformylglycinamidine synthetase.** Phosphoribosylformylglycinamidine synthetase (FGAM synthetase, encoded by the purL gene) functions in the early steps of purine biosynthesis (21). In B. subtilis, two separate genes, purL and purQ, together encode a polypeptide that is equivalent in length and function to the single purL gene product in E. coli. A partial purL sequence has been found immediately downstream of the isoacceptor-tRNA synthetase gene in the archaeon Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum, and the two genes might be cotranscribed (167).

The evolution of FGAM synthetase has figured in debates about the evolution of the eukaryotic cell. Gupta and Golding (145) recently suggested that a phylogeny of FGAM synthetase (which they called FGARAT) provided support for the closer evolutionary relationship between gram-positive bacteria and archaea on the one hand, and gram-negative bacteria and eukaryotes on the other—the cornerstone of the chimera hypothesis for the origin of eukaryotes. Supporting evidence consisted of the FGAM synthetase gene tree and two separate deletions shared among gram-positive bacteria and archaea but not gram-negative bacteria and eukaryotes. The inclusion of a cyanobacterial FGAM synthetase challenges these arguments (Gupta and Golding considered cyanobacteria to be gram-negative bacteria [134, 145]). Not only does Synechococcus FGAM synthetase branch strongly with Methanobacterium and gram-positive bacteria in the phylogenetic tree, but also the sequence has the same two deletions (281) (Fig. 19B). Thus, the exclusive grouping of the Archaea and gram-positive bacteria with respect to FGAM synthetase is untenable.

**Respiration**

Superoxides (O2·−) are toxic partial products of oxygen formed in respiration and various hydroxylation and oxygenation reactions. The cell neutralizes these compounds through the action of superoxide dismutase (SOD), which converts superoxides into hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and dioxygen (O2) (reviewed in reference 29). Given the rapid accumulation of superoxides in respiring cells, these enzymes are maintained at high cellular concentrations. There are three types of SODs, which are distinguishable on the basis of metal cofactors; CuZnSOD, FeSOD, and MnSOD. CuZnSOD activity has been found throughout the eukaryotes and in some proteobacteria but not in the Archaea. However, either FeSODs or MnSODs, which are closely related evolutionarily, are found throughout all living organisms, and the two enzymes coexist in some species of bacteria and plants (301). In eukaryotes, Fe/ MnSOD proteins are active in mitochondria while the unrelated CuZnSOD protein functions in the cytosol.

MnSOD genes have been sequenced from archaeal halo-
philes (169, 231), and Sulfolobus acidocaldarius (191), while two FeSOD genes have been found in Methanobacterium thermautotrophicum (315). In phylogenies of Fe/MnSOD genes, the archaeal isoforms cluster with eukaryotic FeSODs (Fig. 20A). Sulfolobus MnSOD and Methanobacterium FeSOD form a subcluster, which suggests that switching from Mn to Fe metal cofactors might have occurred recently in methanogens. The inclusion of Mycobacterium SODs among eukaryotic and archaeal SODs, as initially observed by Smith et al. (302), is still supported by the present neighbor-joining analysis, which includes more archaeal sequences.

Within the halobacteria, there is a pattern of recent duplic-
FIG. 19. Phylogenies for the IMPDH (A), FGAM synthetase (B), glutamyl-tRNA reductase (C), ALADH (D), and SecY (E) genes.
FIG. 20. Phylogenies for the FeMnSOD (A) and HSP60/TCP-1/TF-55 (B) genes. For the SOD genes, those utilizing Fe cofactors are indicated.
cation and divergence among MnSOD genes. Three species of halobacteria, *Haloarcula marismortui*, *Haloferax volcanii*, and *Halobacterium strain GRB*, each have duplicated MnSOD genes, named sod and slg (for *sod*-like gene), while a fourth species, *Haloarcula marismortui*, apparently has only a single gene (170). The genes *sod* and *slg* have very similar nucleotide and amino acid sequences but are differentially expressed by the cell. In the presence of a paraquat, a generator of superoxide anions, both mRNA synthesis and protein expression of the *sod* gene are elevated while *slg* mRNA levels are unaffected. However, the *slg* gene is actively transcribed under other conditions; therefore, it is unlikely to be a pseudogene. Joshi and Dennis (170) suggested that the species with a single *sod* gene, *Haloarcula marismortui*, is ancestral to the other three halophilic species with multiple *sod* and *slg* genes. However, the SOD gene tree shown here does not position *Haloarcula* as an outgroup to other halophiles. The fact that duplicated SOD genes have recently been found in *Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum* as well suggests that SOD gene duplications might have occurred independently in other archaeal lineages (315).

Further complexities in FeSOD and MnSOD gene evolution are seen when relationships between euakaryotic and bacterial homologs are considered. Chloroplast-targeted FeSOD genes are similar to those of cyanobacteria, which points to a likely endosymbiotic origin (302). Most eukaryotes have SOD genes of the Mn type, with the notable exceptions of several protists, which have FeSOD genes. Although the SOD gene of *Tetrahymana pyriformis* gene employs an iron cofactor, it is apparently more similar to other eukaryotic MnSOD types, which suggests a substitution of metal cofactors (16). On the other hand, the FeSOD gene of the amitochondrial protist *Entamoeba histolytica* is highly similar to FeSOD genes of the Bacteria, in particular the proteobacteria (317). In this instance, a lateral transfer of an FeSOD gene from a bacterium to a eukaryote has been suggested (302). Interestingly, FeSOD genes have also been found in other parasites, *Trypanosoma cruzi* and *Leishmania donovani* (162).

**Porphyrin Biosynthesis**

Glutamyl-tRNA reductase. Many important respiratory and photosynthetic molecules, such as hemes, cytochromes, corrins, and chlorophylls, are based on porphyrin ring-like structures. Porphyrin itself is derived from eight molecules of 5-aminolevulinic acid (ALA), whose synthesis is known to occur via two different pathways. Some bacteria and mitochondria utilize the Shemin (C4) pathway where ALA synthase cur via two different pathways. Some bacteria and mitochondria utilize the Shemin (C4) pathway where ALA synthase cur via two different pathways. Some bacteria and mitochondria utilize the Shemin (C4) pathway where ALA synthase cur via two different pathways.

The occurrence of eukaryotic GluTRs, known only from plant chloroplasts, suggests a derivation from cyanobacteria. Such a scenario is supported by the GluTRs phylogeny, which shows plant and cyanobacterial sequences as highly divergent neighbors relative to homologs from other bacteria and the archaean *Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum* (Fig. 19C). The closer association of the archaean GluTR with the gram-positive bacteria than with the proteobacteria is tenuously suggested by the gene tree.

**5-Aminolevulinic acid dehydratase.** The enzyme 5-aminolevulinic acid dehydratase (ALADH) (encoded by *hemB* in the *Bacteria*) catalyzes the condensation of two molecules of ALA to form porphobilinogen, the monopyrrole precursor to large ringed structures. Unlike GluTR, ALADH is found in animals, plants, and fungi as well as in different bacteria and at least one archaean, *Methanothermus sociabilis* (40). The gene phylogeny of ALADH is confusing, since plant genes appear to be more closely related to prokaryotic *hemB* than to other euakaryotic homologs (Fig. 19D). This might suggest that plant ALADH genes originated from a plastid endosymbiont were it not for the more distal placement of the cyanobacterium *Synechococcus*. As indicated by low bootstrap replication frequencies, the branching order among plants, bacteria, and archaean is not well resolved. Regardless, the general presence of porphyrin biosynthetic pathways in the *Archaea, Bacteria*, and euukaryotes suggests that the capacity to manufacture complex ring-like macromolecules could have existed in the cenancestor.

**Chaperonins**

The term “chaperonins” defines a diverse group of enzymes whose general function is to stabilize the tertiary or folded configurations of other proteins. Although evolutionarily unrelated, bacterial 10-, 60-, and 70-kDa heat shock proteins (HSP10, HSP60, and HSP70, respectively) show similar chaperon-like activities (142). The evolutionary analyses of HSP70 were discussed earlier. There are no euakaryotic or archaean homologs to bacterial HSP10, also known as Cpn10 and GroES. However, bacterial and organellar HSP60 (also known as Cpn60, GroEL, and bacterial common antigen) appear to be distantly related to the eukaryotic TCP-1 (also called CCT) complex and the archaean Tf-55 protein (185). Archaal Tf-55 and eukaryotic TCP-1 are closely related, yet both domains are mono- or holophytic (Fig. 20B), unlike the situation for HSP70.

Since HSP60 is a major bacterial antigenic protein implicated in autoimmune response, its sequences have been determined for a wide range of bacteria. Phylogenetic analyses of HSP60 sequences show that cyanobacteria and α-proteobacteria are nearest to chloroplasts and mitochondria, respectively, thus lending support to the endosymbiotic origins of organelles (142, 325). In particular the genera *Rickettsia* and *Ehrlichia*, α-proteobacteria living intracellularly in euukaryotic cells, were most closely related to the mitochondria. In this respect, the phyletic placement of the HSP60 gene from the amitochondrial protist *Entamoeba histolytica* with mitochondrion-like sequences postulates a secondary loss of organelles in this organism (67).

**Membranes**

The transmembrane movements of proteins in the *Bacteria* are mediated by a group of interacting proteins known as the sec system. SecA and SecB are cytoplasmic proteins which interact with the cell membrane, whereas SecE and SecY are integral membrane components. The gene encoding SecY (also known as prlA) has been characterized from several members of the *Bacteria* and plastids, whereas the gene encoding the eukaryotic endoplasmic reticulum homolog, Sec61, has been sequenced from yeast and mammals. secY genes have been determined from the *Archaea Methanococcus vannielii* (11), *Haloarcula marismortui* (7), and *Sulfolobus acidocaldarius* (140, 176). As in *E. coli*, the archaenal secY gene is the last
component of the spc operon, being located just downstream of the gene for RP L15.

Phylogenetic analyses suggest that archaeal SecY and eukaryotic Sec61 are close relatives (Fig. 19E) (271). These proteins are highly conserved, with 10 membrane-spanning domains (totaling about 569 amino acids) which can be easily aligned among homologs. The present phylogeny suggests that the archaea are not monophyletic, with the halophiles and methanogens, rather than Sulfolobus, being the closest group to eukaryotes. Rensing and Maier (271) interpreted their SecY phylogeny as lending credence to Sogin’s (304) chimeric origins of the eukaryotic nucleus. However, the present analysis suggests that the SecY tree supports the more conventional view of a bacterial root to the universal tree with a more recent divergence between the Archaea and eukaryotes.

### EVOLUTIONARY TRENDS IN MULTIPLE PROTEIN PHYLOGENIES

#### Nearest Domains

At risk of oversimplifying some highly complex evolutionary scenarios, Table 1 summarizes the estimates of interdomain distances and domain coherence derived from 66 protein phylogenies described above. Some deeply paraphyletic groups, such as AAT, CPS, and MDH, which probably represent multigene families, were excluded from these comparisons. Archaea and eukaryotes (AK) are the closest related domains in 34 comparisons, while Archaea and Bacteria (AB) and Bacteria and eukaryotes (BK) are nearest domains in 21 and 11 comparisons, respectively. If instances of nonsignificant $P > 0.05$ differences among all three groups are excluded (leaving 56 gene trees), the clusterings AK, AB, and BK occur in 31, 18, and 7 protein comparisons, respectively.

On the basis of biochemical functions, most of the proteins involved in either DNA replication, transcription, or translation, so-called information roles, seem to favor the AK grouping. The specific proteins are elongation factors, RNAP, DNA polymerase, aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, and most ribosomal proteins. Notable exceptions are gyrase B and photolyase, although for the latter, a second class of photolyase has been found where the Archaea and eukaryotes appear highly similar (341). That Bacteria and Archaea might have similar gyrase B/topoisomerase II molecules is not surprising given that the chromosome configurations for the two groups appear comparable. Furthermore, there are possibly other topoisomerases in the Archaea that are more akin to their eukaryotic counterparts. The total evidence would suggest that the Archaea and eukaryotes have a considerable shared ancestry with respect to core information pathways.

However, interdomain relationships become much less clear when metabolic enzymes are considered. Three proteins of the glycolytic pathway provide the strongest support for a BK grouping. More questionable support for the BK grouping comes from results for FeMnSOD, where many protist sequences are clearly bacterium-like while those of higher eukaryotes are near to the Archaea. ArGINinosuccinate synthetase, SecY, HSP60, and ATPase subunits (provisional that any similarities among archaeal and bacterial ATPase sequences have limited species distribution) generally support an AK grouping. Other biosynthetic and chaperone genes, like those encoding HSP70, GDH, and GS, suggest an AB grouping. Gene trees derived from the enzymes of the tryptophan and histidine biosynthetic pathway show little favor toward any particular rooting. In summary, single-gene trees derived from metabolic and biosynthetic enzymes provide no clear support for any particular grouping of domains whereas gene trees based on informational enzymes, as well as the few rootings with paralogous genes, tend to more solidly support the sisterhood of the Archaea and eukaryotes.

#### Integrity of Domains

Considering only the gene trees with two or more species from each domain, universal phylogenies showing two or more paraphyletic domains are at least twice as frequent as phylogenies depicting all three domains as monophyletic sense rRNA gene trees (33 versus 17 gene trees). Interestingly, all gene trees which showed monophyletic domains also supported the AK grouping. In the BK or AB grouping trees, species from two or more domains are always intermixed. The occurrence of monophyletic domain gene trees is not restricted by protein function, since examples could be found among informational pathway molecules (such as RNAPs and RPs) as well as metabolic/biosynthetic enzymes (such as argininosuccinate synthetase).

A closer examination of the instances of paraphyly reveals some interesting, although tentative, trends in species relationships. According to the most recent rendering of the eocyte hypothesis, the Archaea should follow a specific paraphyletic structuring where the members of the kingdom Crenarchaeota are the direct ancestors of eukaryotes while the members of the Euryarchaeota (as well as the Bacteria) form a separate clade (278). As discussed above, support for this version of the eocyte hypothesis now rests largely on the structural and phylogenetic analyses of elongation factor genes.

From the present analysis, there are now 21 different gene trees which might provide a suitable test of the eocyte hypothesis. Suitability is based on two criteria: first, that a level of significant support for an AK grouping exists, and second, that species from both archaeal kingdoms are present (Table 1). The phylogenies of both ATPase subunits were included in this total since *Thermus* and *Enterococcus* probably suffered a gene transfer from the Archaea rather than the other way round.) Of the 21 phylogenies, 13 depicted the Archaea as monophyletic with various levels (55 to 97%) of bootstrap support. Included among these trees was that of EF-G/2, which, according to the present analysis, supported the monophyly of the *Archaea* in 86% of bootstrap replications.

Of the eight AK group phylogenies that were paraphyletic, only three depicted a branching order consistent with the eocyte hypothesis. Although the EF-Tu/1x gene tree showed the Crenarchaeota as the closest archaeal group to eukaryotes, bootstrap support for that clustering was less than 50%. However, the present analysis differs from earlier studies (13, 278) in that only a single tree-building method was used and the EF-Tu/1x and EF-G/2 data sets were not combined. The two remaining gene trees, those of the RP L11 and RP S11 genes, had high bootstrap values of 95 and 75%, respectively, for the eocyte grouping. The other five paraphyletic Archaea gene trees, had either methanogens or halophiles with equal frequency as the closest relative to eukaryotes.

There were another 11 gene trees which had a statistically significant AE grouping but lacked a Crenarchaeota representative. Five of these phylogenies also depicted a paraphyletic *Archaea* domain with no trend in which species (methanogen, halophile or thermophile) was nearest to eukaryotes. Thus, the paraphyletic *Archaea* can occur even if the *Euryarchaeota* is considered alone, which suggests that the *Archaea* paraphyly might be artifactual. Given that the paraphyletic *Archaea* can occur in various forms in different phylogenies and that the eocyte branching order is an infrequent tree topology, it re-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Gene product</th>
<th>Interdomain distance</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Domain integrity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNA repair and replication</td>
<td>DNA polymerase II</td>
<td>A-K: 1.231</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A-B: 1.910</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>K-B: 2.047</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gyrase B</td>
<td>2.406</td>
<td>0.706</td>
<td>2.327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photolyase class I</td>
<td>1.318</td>
<td>1.188</td>
<td>1.310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RNAP subunit A</td>
<td>1.138</td>
<td>1.803</td>
<td>2.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RNAP subunit B</td>
<td>1.187</td>
<td>1.612</td>
<td>2.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcription</td>
<td>EF-G/2</td>
<td>1.153</td>
<td>1.337</td>
<td>1.475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EF-Tu/1α</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>1.152</td>
<td>1.289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Isoleucyl-tRNA synthetase</td>
<td>1.272</td>
<td>1.188</td>
<td>1.613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>Aspartyl-tRNA synthetase</td>
<td>1.330</td>
<td>4.469</td>
<td>4.276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tryptophanyl-tRNA synthetase</td>
<td>1.840</td>
<td>2.665</td>
<td>3.297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase</td>
<td>1.283</td>
<td>2.564</td>
<td>3.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP L2</td>
<td>1.031</td>
<td>1.588</td>
<td>1.989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP L3</td>
<td>1.209</td>
<td>2.176</td>
<td>2.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP L5</td>
<td>1.066</td>
<td>1.686</td>
<td>1.990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP L6</td>
<td>1.267</td>
<td>2.271</td>
<td>2.969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP L10</td>
<td>1.752</td>
<td>3.599</td>
<td>4.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP L11</td>
<td>1.941</td>
<td>1.367</td>
<td>1.279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP L14</td>
<td>0.775</td>
<td>1.141</td>
<td>1.279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP L15</td>
<td>2.012</td>
<td>2.910</td>
<td>3.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP L22</td>
<td>1.374</td>
<td>3.186</td>
<td>2.769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP L23</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>1.685</td>
<td>1.656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP L30</td>
<td>1.799</td>
<td>1.811</td>
<td>2.582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP S5</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>1.411</td>
<td>1.650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP S7</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>2.215</td>
<td>2.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP S8</td>
<td>4.049</td>
<td>2.257</td>
<td>3.978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP S9</td>
<td>1.238</td>
<td>2.097</td>
<td>2.902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP S10</td>
<td>1.188</td>
<td>1.230</td>
<td>1.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP S11</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>1.213</td>
<td>1.492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP S12</td>
<td>0.684</td>
<td>2.995</td>
<td>3.425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP S15</td>
<td>1.629</td>
<td>2.728</td>
<td>3.594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP S17</td>
<td>4.505</td>
<td>1.435</td>
<td>4.137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP S19</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>1.916</td>
<td>1.864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central metabolism</td>
<td>GAPDH</td>
<td>2.760</td>
<td>2.699</td>
<td>0.684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PGK</td>
<td>1.481</td>
<td>1.490</td>
<td>0.808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enolase</td>
<td>1.095</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acetyl-CoA synthetase</td>
<td>1.065</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>1.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Citrate synthase</td>
<td>1.910</td>
<td>1.231</td>
<td>2.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amino acid biosynthesis</td>
<td>Argininosuccinate synthetase</td>
<td>1.141</td>
<td>2.115</td>
<td>2.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GDH-II</td>
<td>1.200</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>1.209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GSI</td>
<td>2.899</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>2.826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hisA product</td>
<td>3.274</td>
<td>1.477</td>
<td>3.980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hisB product</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>1.025</td>
<td>0.872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hisC product</td>
<td>2.175</td>
<td>1.815</td>
<td>2.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hisD product</td>
<td>1.121</td>
<td>1.082</td>
<td>0.945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hisF product</td>
<td>1.072</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>1.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hisG product</td>
<td>1.607</td>
<td>1.431</td>
<td>1.498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hisH product</td>
<td>1.326</td>
<td>1.282</td>
<td>1.345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hisIE product</td>
<td>1.696</td>
<td>1.191</td>
<td>1.597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>proC product</td>
<td>2.235</td>
<td>2.408</td>
<td>1.418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>trpA product</td>
<td>1.454</td>
<td>1.406</td>
<td>1.332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>trpB product</td>
<td>1.087</td>
<td>1.093</td>
<td>0.638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>trpC product</td>
<td>1.296</td>
<td>1.373</td>
<td>1.338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>trpD product</td>
<td>1.629</td>
<td>1.180</td>
<td>1.579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>trpE product</td>
<td>1.196</td>
<td>1.271</td>
<td>1.358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>trpG product</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>1.013</td>
<td>0.870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cofactors</td>
<td>DHFR</td>
<td>2.060</td>
<td>1.939</td>
<td>1.810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purine biosynthesis</td>
<td>IMPDH</td>
<td>1.377</td>
<td>1.076</td>
<td>1.231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FGAM synthetase</td>
<td>2.282</td>
<td>1.084</td>
<td>1.827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiration</td>
<td>FeMnSOD</td>
<td>1.138</td>
<td>1.032</td>
<td>0.810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porphyrins</td>
<td>ALADH</td>
<td>1.128</td>
<td>0.851</td>
<td>1.255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Glu-tRNA reductase</td>
<td>1.539</td>
<td>1.591</td>
<td>1.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaperones</td>
<td>70-kDa HSP</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>0.658</td>
<td>0.816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60-kDa HSP</td>
<td>1.113</td>
<td>2.342</td>
<td>2.687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membrane</td>
<td>SecY protein secretion</td>
<td>1.434</td>
<td>2.942</td>
<td>3.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATP-proton</td>
<td>ATP synthase F1 α subunit</td>
<td>0.704</td>
<td>1.888</td>
<td>1.909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATP synthase F1 β subunit</td>
<td>0.636</td>
<td>2.114</td>
<td>2.061</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Interdomain distance was the expected number of amino acid replacements per site, averaged over all pairwise comparisons between species of the Archaea (A), eukaryotes (K), and Bacteria (B). The lowest mean value (closest pair of domains) for a particular protein are in boldface type.

* *, significantly different (P < 0.05 by ANOVA); ns, not significantly different.

* Domain integrity was determined through inspection of neighbor-joining, bootstrapped gene trees for either monophyletic (solid boxes) or para/polyphyletic (shaded boxes) domains. Where only a single species from a particular domain was known, the box for that domain was left blank.
mains questionable whether the origin of eukaryotes can be specifically linked to the kingdom Crenarchaeota.

A lesser yet still considerable number of protein gene phylogenies suggest universal trees with either an AB or BK clustering. In trees with more than one archaeal, bacterial, and eukaryotic species, the two most closely related domains, whether they be Archaea and Bacteria or Bacteria and eukaryotes, were never monophyletic. The sole exception was the RP S8 gene tree, which had Archaea and Bacteria as closely related, monophyletic clades.

Are there any consistent trends in species associations in either AB or BK grouping gene trees? The answer is not clear since the domains in question were not monophyletic and major branch points were often ill resolved. In addition, species diversity was often low, especially with respect to different groups of bacteria and archaea. However, there are some species relationships in these nonarchaeal gene trees that are worthy of further study. In phylogenies supporting an AB grouping, the archaeal branches are often among those of the gram-positive bacteria. GS and IMPDH gene trees clearly cluster the Archaea with low-G+C gram-positive bacteria. The HSP70 gene phylogeny also positions archaeal species among the gram-positive bacteria, although the exact branching order among these groups and the cyanobacteria are poorly resolved. Notably, an extensive RecA protein phylogeny suggested that cyanobacteria are closely related to the high-G+C gram-positive bacteria (103). In other phylogenies, an association between Archaea and Gram-positive bacteria is less clear, although citrate synthase, gyrase B, and GDH I potentially provide other examples of the Archaea clustering with gram-positive bacteria.

**Endosymbiosis—More Than Just Organelles**

In several gene trees, eukaryotes branch near those contemporary bacterial species now believed to be the closest living relatives to plastid (cyanobacteria) and mitochondrial α-proteobacteria) endosymbionts (137). Phylogenies for the proteins GAPDH, PGK, and enolase, as well as triosephosphate isomerase (TPI), suggest that these eukaryotic nuclear genes originated from proteobacteria and/or cyanobacteria (39, 155, 180).

Recently, there have been suggestions that bacterial endosymbiosis might have occurred very early in eukaryotic evolution, perhaps even before the divergence of those lower, alpha-proteobacterial protist lineages collectively known as the archezooa (227). Plausibly, the archezooa either secondarily lost their organelles or underwent some kind of endosymbiosis which resulted in the successful fixation of several bacterial genes in the nuclear genome but not an intracellular organelle. *Trichomonas vaginalis*, a parabasalia, has both mitochondrial-specific HSP60 (282) and mitochondrial-targeted HSP70 genes (128). Clark and Roger (67) describe HSP60 and another mitochondrial-specific gene, the pyridine nucleotide transhydrogenase gene from the protist Entamoeba histolytica which lacks mitochondria but is not considered to be an archezooan.

The TPI gene of *Giardia lamblia* clusters with other eukaryotic versions, which, in turn, are near an α-proteobacteria TPI gene (180). In addition, the GAPDH genes of *E. histolytica* and *G. lamblia* fall within the same cluster of eukaryotic homologs suggested to have emanated from a proteobacterium (155). A less species-rich phylogeny suggested that valyl-tRNA synthetases of eukaryotes, including *T. vaginalis*, also have proteobacterial origins (43). The general process where certain genes from the endosymbiont may have actually replaced the original nuclear copy has been called endosymbiotic gene replacement by Martin (227). The more specialized instances where contemporary species have the organellar gene but not the organelle are termed cryptic endosymbiosis, which invokes the notion of a temporal state of endosymbiosis followed by loss of the bacterial endosymbiont (155).

The timing of these various lateral gene transfers is an open question. While not embracing the chimera hypothesis, Gogarten and coworkers have suggested that extensive lateral gene transfers in early cellular evolution are primarily responsible for the confusing network of organismal relationships depicted by multiple gene trees (130, 156). They also noticed the tendency in some gene trees for the Archaea and the gram-positive bacteria to be in one cluster and for eukaryotes and the Bacteria to be in another. Gogarten et al. suggested that any transfer of genes from the Bacteria to eukaryotes had occurred earlier than organellar endosymbiosis (132).

Aside from the possibility of variable rates of evolution or gene convergence, two basic evolutionary scenarios might be behind the existence of so many conflicting protein gene trees. First, the eukaryotic nuclear genome is a chimera which resulted from some past cellular and genome fusion event involving a bacterium and an archaeon. As such, one subset of eukaryotic genes would be similar to archaeal homologs while a different subset would look most like bacterial counterparts. Furthermore, the proteins that are most similar among the Archaea and Bacteria should be reflective of a very ancient divergence event. According to such reasoning, it follows that the two prokaryotic domains should be resolved as monophyletic groups; however this is never true.

The second scenario depicts the archael tree as being essentially correct—that is, from the cenancestor, two lineages emerged, one leading to the Bacteria with the other later splitting into the Archaea and eukaryotes. Accordingly, the majority of gene trees should position eukaryotes and the Archaea as sister domains and should depict each as separate monophyletic groups, which is often the case. Protein gene trees incongruent with the archael tree must be explained in terms of either lateral gene transfers or specific gene losses which occurred after the emergence of the three domains. Collectively, phylogenetic evidence from both duplicated (hence rooted) and unrooted gene trees would seem generally, but not absolutely, consistent with the latter scenario.

**Rates Ain’t Misbehavin’**

Extensive heterogeneity among different lineages in the rates of evolution can confound phylogenetic inferences. Are rate differences between homologous proteins from the Bacteria, Archaea, and eukaryotes extensive? As an example, a very high rate of amino acid substitutions in eukaryotes might result in the AB grouping in a phylogeny. To assess the relative rate test (291) was applied to each of the three gene tree subsets, i.e., the AK, AB, and BK grouping trees. Both significant and nonsignificant protein distances were included. For each tree subset, the mean distances from the two ingroups to the outgroup were plotted for each protein (Fig. 21A to C). Highly significant regressions were obtained for three gene subsets corresponding to groupings of AK ($r^2 = 0.86; P < 0.001$), AB ($r^2 = 0.89; P < 0.001$), and BK ($r^2 = 0.98; P < 0.001$). The regression coefficients of all three equations were not significantly different with respect to slope and intercept values, which were close to 0.0 and 1.0, respectively.

What do these regressions tell us? First, the lower the amino acid substitution rate, the lower the protein will be on the
regression line. There is an upper limit to the distance values since highly rapidly evolving proteins would cease to have recognizable homology. The lower limit would suggest a minimal evolutionary distance between domains, which, from Table 1, is around 0.638 amino acid substitution per site for EF-Tu/1α. Only slightly higher minimal distance values were found in the AB and BE subsets. Second, since these regression lines have a slope value near 1.0 and are highly significant, the closest two domains have been changing at more or less a constant rate away from the outgroup in all three protein subsets. If a particular protein had a higher amino acid substitution rate in one domain relative to the other, it would appear as an outlier relative to the estimated regression line (Fig. 21D). Widespread rate differentials would shift the slope of the line away from 1.0. However, there are no significant outliers (points far off the regression line) in any of the three plots. While the occurrence of extreme rate differences that result in the wrong tree cannot strictly be ruled out, intermediate differences in rate are not apparent among the three domains. Individual molecules from certain taxa are known to vary widely in amino acid and/or nucleotide substitution rates; however, in the broader overview, rate differences might not be responsible for different perceptions of macroevolutionary relationships among the domains Bacteria, Archaea, and eukaryotes. Speculatively, problems in reaching a consensus rooting of the universal tree are not due to differences in evolutionary rates among genes but, rather, are the result of alternative modes of gene acquisition and differential retention of genes by the host genome.

WHAT NEXT?

"We need to have more data . . ." is the incessant refrain for most summaries of this sort. However, archaeal, bacterial, and eukaryotic genome sequencing projects are generating tremendous volumes of relevant data. Thus, the major challenge is the synthesis of a grander view of the prokaryote-eukaryote transition. In some respects, additional genomic sequence data has complicated our perceptions about cellular biology—it was
easier to pose plausible hypotheses when, in our ignorance, we could speculate about the contents of a genome. Perhaps, the most notable features about the first bacterial genomes sequenced, those of *Haemophilus* and *Mycoplasma*, were the genes that were missing rather than those that were present. Decades of genetic experiments and partial genome sequences of the mainstays of microbiology, *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*, perhaps raised our expectations about the contents of these first entire bacterial genomes. Human errors in sequencing and/or annotation aside, if we are surprised by the absence of even a few types of genes from different organisms, the ubiquity of any gene family is open to question. In this sense, the development of more robust universal trees is even more urgent to determine where genes appear or disappear—in the twigs or the load-bearing branches of the tree of life?

It is also evident that the *Bacteria, Archaea*, and eukaryotes are much too diverse to be characterized by just one complete genome apiece. Fortunately, genomes will be available from many examples of each. As such, comparative genomics will be important in discerning pattern characteristics from limited, intradomain variation. If some consensus about the basic gene composition of bacterial, archaeal, and eukaryotic genomes could be reached, the evolutionary origins of specific cellular characters might become more clear.

In this respect, the abstract reconstruction of the genome of the cenancestor or the last common ancestor might prove useful. Initially, the cenancestor should be viewed as a list of genes and genome structures which are known to be shared across all three domains. Some of these genes have been discussed above. Moving beyond a simple gene list, the structure of early biochemical pathways might then be suggested. The spatial organization of bits of the genome could be inferred from comparisons of operon structures in the *Bacteria* and *Archaea*, although extensive rearranging within either group would render this task difficult. Finally, ancestral gene sequences could be inferred from amino acid sequence motifs conserved across archaeal, bacterial, and eukaryotic genes.

While any reconstruction of the cenancestor genome will reflect commonality among contemporary species of the *Archaea*, *Bacteria* and eukaryotes, specific features cannot be assumed to have necessarily existed before the divergence of the three domains. Any innovation in one domain, say the *Bacteria*, might have been transferred later to early members of the *Archaea* and eukaryotes. Thus, it will be impossible to discern, with absolute certainty, whether some specific characters existed in the cenancestor.

One point made apparent by this review is the number of gene trees which project incongruent views of the universal tree. In some instances, we are clearly pushing the phylogenetic methods and assumptions too far by trying to resolve the very deepest evolutionary branches. At other times, the gene trees seem to be highly robust but “wrong” from the perspective of organismal evolution. We may have many correct phylogenetic reconstructions of gene evolution but relatively fewer reconstructions of organismal evolution. This would imply that the evolution of genomes, or parts thereof, is sometimes decoupled from that of the host organism. Lateral gene transfer is one example of a decoupled process. What is needed now is the development of new evolutionary paradigms where genomes, biochemistry, and organisms are all considered in concert.
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